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ATTACHMENT 1

Industry Comments on Draft Interim Staff Guidance JLD-ISG-2012-01

Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

1 ISG general comment Clear delineation of exceptions and The ISG does not clearly delineate between Staff positions,
clarifications, clarifications and exceptions. In some cases it is not clear if

there is an exception or clarification. Staff positions should clearly
delineate when there is an exception or clarification and when
the Staff position is simply acceptance of the industry guidance.
Some of the descriptive material contains what could be
interpreted to be an exception or clarification but which has not
been delineated as such.

2 Procedure use Rationale 1.0- Licensees' emergency The plant emergency operating procedures will be relied upon for
operating procedures and abnormal command and control throughout the event and will not be
operating procedures provide guidance limited to use in the initial phase.
for use during the first phase of
response to beyond-design-basis The industry suggests the following revision to this wording:
external events. Additional guidance
and strategies are necessary for use Licensee's emergency operating procedures will provide
during the second and third phases of command and control in response to beyond-design-basis
response to such events, external events. Additional guidance documents will be

developed for deployment of the FLEX strategies in support of
the emergency operating procedures.

3 Limitations on events Rationale 3- The specifications of NEI NEI 12-06 does not address all beyond-design-basis external
covered by FLEX 12-06 for development and events that are not covered by 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2). Only those

implementation of mitigating strategies events of this type that could result in an extended loss of ac
for beyond-design-basis external events power and a loss of normal access to the ultimate heat sink have
provide a framework and methodology been addressed.
for such strategies to address those
events that are not covered within the The industry suggests the following change to this paragraph:
requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2).

The spedcfations guidance of NEI 12-06 for development and
implementation of mitigating strategies for beyond-design-basis
external events provides a framework and methodology for such
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

strategies to address those events that result in an edennded loss of ac
power and loss of normal access tb the UHS and that are not covered
within the requirements of 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2).

4 Evaluation of External 1.0 (1) Staff Position: Nuclear The industry agrees that the design basis flood height used to
Hazards Energy Institute (NEI) document 12- determine storage of FLEX equipment should consider such

06, Revision B1, Sections 5.0 through information from other sources as noted.
9.0 and Appendix B provide an
acceptable methodology for the Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:
evaluation of external hazards with
the following clarifications and This exception has been addressed in Paragraph 6.2.3.1.1.a of
exceptions: NEI 12-06 as follows:

Stored above the flood elevation from the most recent site flood
1. The assessment of external flooding analysis. The evaluation to determine the elevation for storage
impact in NEI 12-06, Section 6.0 should be informed by flood analysis applicable to the site from
includes considerations that include early site permits, combined license applications, and/or contiguous
reference to the design basis flood licensed sites.
level. For a multi-unit site or a single
unit site in proximity to another licensed
site, early site permit, or combined
license application, the design basis
flood level for storage and deployment
of FLEX equipment must include an
evaluation of the design basis flood
levels established for adjacent licensed
sites, early site permits and/or
combined license applications.

5 Phased Approach 2.0 The NRC staff recognizes that for The subject sentence could imply that deviations from the
certain beyond design-basis-events, the damage state assumed in the initial conditions could be
damage state could prevent successfully mitigated by accelerating the implementation of later
maintenance using the equipment phases of the FLEX strategies. This may not be sufficient to
intended for particular phases; in such restore the safety function in all cases.
circumstances prompt initiation of the
follow-on phases to restore core and SFP The industry proposes the following changes to this ISG wording:
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

cooling and containment functions is
appropriate. The NRC staff recognizes that for certain beyond design-basis-

external events, the damage state could prevent maintenance of
key safety functions using the equipment intended for particular
phases; in such circumstances prompt initiation of the follow-on
phases to rcSteor .. r. and SFP cooling and .ntain...nt funct..-s
is appropriate.

6 Phased Approach/
Monitoring of Fuel
Condition

2.0 Staff Position: NEI 12-06
provides an acceptable method for
developing the phased approach
required by Order EA-12-049.
Guidance and strategies developed
using NEI 12-06 must provide a
means to monitor for imminent or
actual core damage as an input into
the decision to manage the
resoonse to the event within those
guidance and strategies or shift the
manaaement to the SAMGs.

3.3 Core cooling strategies must
provide a means to detect imminent
or actual core damage and control
venting/bleeding in order to allow
appropriate control of radiological
releases and initiation of SAMGs.

Staff Position: Monitorinq for imminent
core damage is necessary in order to

The industry agrees that the minimum set of instrumentation
needs to provide a means to monitor for imminent or actual core
damage for decision-making purposes.

Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:

Section 3.2.1.10 of NEI 12-06 was modified as follows to
incorporate this clarification:

Actions specified in plant procedures/guidance for loss of ac
power are predicated on use of instrumentation and controls
powered by station batteries. In order to extend battery life, a
minimum set of parameters necessary to support strategy
implementation should be defined. The instrumentation must be
able to demonstrate the success of the strategies at maintaining
the key safety functions as well as provide a means to monitor
for imminent or actual core damage to facilitate a decision to
manage the response to the event within the Emergency
Operating Procedures and FLEX Support Guidelines or within the
SAMGs.

The plant-specific evaluation may identify additional
instrumentation that is needed in order to support key actions
identified in the plant procedures/guidance (e.g., isolation
condenser (IC) level), or to indicate imminent or actual core
damage.

allow for control of radiological
releases.

Mnnitnrinn for achtial mrnr r1amarnin iq
I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . . ---. ..- '.. - . I
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

necessary in order to determine whether
exit criteria for the core cooling
strategies and entrance criteria for the
SAMGs have been met. If these criteria
have been met, licensees shall manage
the accident response following the
SAMGs.

7 Duration 2.1.1(1) An element of a set of strategies This exception addresses the need to identify in a timely manner
to maintain or restore core and SFP when a station blackout (SBO) event has become an extended
cooling and containment functions loss of ac power (ELAP) event in order to ensure that actions to
includes knowledge of the time for which maintain or restore key safety functions are taken consistent with
a licensee can withstand challenges to the timelines of the ELAP analyses for the initial response phase.
these key safety functions using installed
equipment during a beyond- design- Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:
basis external event. This knowledge
provides an input to the choice of The Caution box under subparagraph (1) of Section 3.2.2 has
storage locations and conditions of been removed and additional guidance added as follows:
readiness of the equipment required for
the follow-on phases. This duration is While initial actions following the event may initially focus on
related to, but distinct from the specified restoration of ac power to essential loads, procedural guidance
duration for the requirements of 10 CFR needs to assure a timely decision is made on whether or not the
50.63 because it represents the current beyond design basis (BDB) external event (BDBEE) has resulted
capabilities of the licensee rather than a in a SBO condition that is an ELAP. This is an important decision
required capability, to ensure that actions to maintain or restore key safety functions

are taken consistent with the timelines of the ELAP analyses for
the initial response phase.

8 Duration 2.1.1 (1) In addition, licensees must 1) The additional capabilities required by Order EA-12-049
account for the SFP cooling function, described in these two sentences are addressed in the guidance
which is not addressed by 10 CFR 50.63, of NEI 12-06 and, as such, are not considered to be exceptions
and 2) assume the non-availability of or clarifications to that guidance.
alternate ac sources, which may be
included in meeting the specified
durations of 10 CFR 50.63.

9 Duration 2.1.1 (1) Maintenance of the guidance In Section 8.0, Strategy Maintenance, of the Interim Staff
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

and strategies requires that the estimate Guidance, the provisions of NEI 12-06, Section 11.8,
of capability be kept current to reflect Configuration Control, are found to be an acceptable method for
plant conditions following facility maintenance of the guidance in the event of plant design or
changes. Changes in the facility can configuration changes. This process would include maintenance
impact the duration for which the initial of the estimate of capability for the FLEX strategies.
response phase can be accomplished,
the required initiation times for the
transition phase, and the required
delivery and initiating times for the final
phase.

10 Command, Control & 2.1.2 In order to address the potential Unlike the strategies for losses of large areas of the plant due to
Communications impacts on communications external to explosions or fire where normal procedures and command and

the plant, an adequate strategy for control structures are assumed to not be available, the FLEX
mitigation of a beyond-design-basis strategies in NEI 12-06 assume the normal procedures and
external event shall include the command and control structures remain viable. These
following: procedures and structures accomplish items 1, 4 and 5 noted in

this exception. Assembly and accountability for personnel on the
1. Pre-planned mustýrirgorganize site is accomplished as part of activation of the emergency plan.

available resources Emergency Operating and Emergency Response Organization
2. Pre-planned on-site and off-site procedures provide the structure for command and control of

communication alternatives plant activities as well as on-site and off-site communications.
3. Identification of available

communication resources given the Recommendation 9.3 of the NRC's Near-Term Task Force Report
potential for damage addresses, in part, the need for communication capability
beyond the site following a loss of all ac power, including widespread

4. Definition of the command and infrastructure damage. NEI 12-01, Guideline for Assessing
control structure taking into Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and
account potential casualties Communications Capabilities was developed in response to
affecting its normal state Recommendation 9.3 and adequately addresses items 2 and 3

5. Guidance for notification of off-site noted in this exception. NEI 12-01 has been endorsed by the
responders, to include NRC as an acceptable means for implementing Recommendation
a. Utility emergency response 9.3.

organization (ERO)
b. Local law enforcement agencies Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:

(LLEA)
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

c. Local fire departments
d. Off-site entities supplying The following paragraph was added to Section 3.2.2:

equipment and
consumables necessary The overall plant response to an ELAP and LUHS will be
for the indefinite accomplished through the use of normal plant command and
sustainment of key safety control procedures and practices. The normal emergency
functions response capabilities will be used as defined in the facility

emergency plan, as augmented by NEI 12-01, Guideline for
Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and
Communications Capabilities. As described in Section 11.4, the
plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs) will govern the
operational response. This ensures that a symptom-based
approach is taken to the response, available capabilities are
utilized, and control of the plant is consistent with EOP
requirements, e.g., control of key parameters, cooldown rate,
etc. The FLEX strategies will be deployed in support of the EOPs
using separate FLEX Support Guidelines (FSGs) that govern the
use of the portable FLEX equipment in maintaining or restoring
key safety functions.

11 Initial Operational Actions 2.1.3 Staff Position: NEI 12-06 No exception noted.
provides an acceptable method for
development of initial operator
actions to address a beyond-
design-basis external event.

12 Initial Damage Assessment 2.1.4 Staff Position: The general Unlike the strategies for losses of large areas of the plant due to
criteria and baseline assumptions of explosions or fire where normal procedures and command and
NEI 12-06 provide an appropriate control structures are assumed to not be available, the FLEX
starting point for the establishment of strategies in NEI 12-06 assume the normal procedures and
an adequate set of strategies for command and control structures remain viable. These
mitigating the effects of a beyond- procedures and structures accomplish items 1 through 5 noted in
design-basis external event. Due to this exception. Emergency Operating procedures are symptom-
the fundamentally unbounded nature based and do not burden operators with "assessments" that are
of such an event, however, it is not essential to event response. Impacts to critical safety
necessary to verify that the initial equipment as a result of the event will be determined through
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

conditions of the event conform to the existing procedure steps, while ensuring those actions that
these assumptions in order to are critical to performing the required safety functions are
determine whether to implement these prioritized. Similarly, other site impacts as a result of an external
strategies or rely on other guidance hazard would be addressed according to plant priorities and
such as SAMGs or extensive damage resource availability.
mitigation guidelines. Therefore, an
adequate set of strategies will include: Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:

The following revision was made to the introductory paragraph of
1. Assessment of the reactor and Section 3.2.1.7:

core cooling systems.
2. Assessment of containment and Event response actions follow the command and control of the

containment cooling and existing procedures and guidance based on the underlying
pressure control systems. symptoms that result from the event. The priority for the plant

3. Assessment of emergency core response is to utilize systems or equipment that provides the
cooling systems. highest probability for success. Other site impacts as a result of

4. Assessment of SFP and SFP the event would be addressed according to plant priorities and
cooling systems. resource availability.

5. Assessment of key support
systems such as

a. Electrical power
b. Cooling water
c. Control air

6. Assessment of key buildings.
13 Removal of decay heat 3.1 Core cooling strategies must be The industry agrees that core cooling strategies must be capable

capable of removing decay heat that is of removing decay heat that is expected for the conditions when
expected for the conditions when the the strategy will be implemented. The two examples provided,
strategy will be implemented. however, speak of the selection of conservative values for plant
Temperature of the make-up water for parameters associated with the determination of decay heat
the determination of the required flow removal requirements. In keeping with other beyond-design-
rate shall be selected at a conservative basis analyses, the analyses of plant response will be performed
value representing the range of based on nominal or best-estimate plant conditions.
expected temperatures for the make-up
source. Should the mechanism for Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

removal of decay heat include the
removal of water or steam from the The following paragraph was added to 3.2.1.1 to clarify this
reactor coolant system (RCS) or general requirement:
secondary inventory, a conservative
value representing its expected The conditions considered herein are beyond-design-basis.
temperature and pressure will be used. Consistent with other beyond-design-basis analyses, it is

appropriate to base any analyses of plant response on nominal or
best estimate plant conditions, e.g., tank levels, flows,
temperatures, etc.

14 Removal of decay heat 3.1 Staff Position: An adequate core The industry agrees that the power history should stipulate the
cooling strategy shall be capable of plant at 100 percent rated thermal power and has been at this
removing decay heat from the core power for at least 100 days.
during the time it is expected to be
used. For the initial phase, an Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:
evaluation should be performed
assuming a loss of all ac power occurs Changed 3.2.1.2 to read as follows:
while the reactor is operating at 100
percent rated thermal power and has Prior to theevent the reactor has been operating at 100 percent
been at this power for at least 100 rated thermal power for at least 100 days or has just been shut
day•s. Based upon the capability and down from such a power history as required by plant procedures
duration of the initial phase to maintain in advance of the impending event.
or restore core cooling following such
an event, the capabilities of the
transition phase strategies should be
determined.

15 Engineering basis for flow 3.1.1 Staff Position: Licensees shall The industry agrees the engineering basis should include the
have an engineering basis that provides stated factors.
reasonable assurance that the intended
flow rate is adequate and can be Related changes to NEI 12-06 to address this exception:
provided. The basis should be
auditable, but does not have to be a Section 11.2 changed to include the specific factors as follows:
quality related calculation. However,
licensees should ensure that the a. The basis for designed flow requirements should consider
analytical method used has sufficient the following factors:
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Item Issue (ISG Position Industry Response

justification so as to provide reasonable
assurance that all relevant physical
phenomena are appropriately modeled.
Licensees and applicants should
consider the following factors that can
affect the ability to provide the
specified flow for the required period of
time.

i. Pump design output performance (flow/pressure)
characteristics.

ii. Line losses due to hose size, coupling size, hose length,
and existing piping systems.

iii. Head losses due to elevation changes, especially for
spray strategies.

iv. Back pressure when injecting into closed/pressurized
spaces (e.g., containment, steam generators).

v. Capacity and availability of the suction sources needs to
be considered given the specific external initiating events
(condensate storage tank (CST)/refueling water storage
tank (RWST)/circulating water basin/fire main/city water
supply/lake/river, etc.) to provide an adequate supply for
the pumps (fire engines, portable pumps, fire protection
system pumps, etc.).

vi. Potential detrimental impact on water supply source or
output pressure when using the same source or
permanently installed pump(s) for makeup for multiple
simultaneous strategies.

vii. Availability of sufficient supply of fuel onsite to operate
diesel powered pumps for the required period of time.

viii. Availability of an adequate and reliable source of
electrical power to operate electric powered pumps for
the required period of time.

ix. Potential clogging of strainers, pumps, valves or hoses
from debris or ice when using rivers, lakes, ocean or
cooling tower basins as a water supply.

16 Control of 3.1.2 Staff Position: While the strategy Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
cooldown/depressurization must be capable of removing expected exception:
rates decay heat, a means of controlling the

degree and rate of cool The following was added to the introductory material in Section
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

down/depressurization must be 3.2.2:
provided.

The overall plant response to an ELAP and LUHS will be
accomplished through the use of normal plant command and
control procedures and practices. The normal emergency
response capabilities will be used as defined in the facility
emergency plan, as augmented by NEI 12-01, Guideline for
Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and
Communications Capabilities. As described in Section 11.4, the
plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs) will govern the
operational response. This ensures that a symptom-based
approach is taken to the response, available capabilities are
utilized, and control of the plant is consistent with EOP
requirements, e.g., control of key parameters, cooldown rate,
etc. The FLEX strategies will be deployed in support of the EOPs
using separate FLEX Support Guidelines (FSGs) that govern the
use of the portable FLEX equipment in maintaining or restoring
key safety functions.

17 Management of RCS 3.2 The capability to provide make-up No exception or clarification noted.
Inventory water shall be maintained on-site unless

site-specific expected leakage rates
demonstrate that management of RCS
inventory can be accomplished through
management of cool
down/depressurization rates until off-site
resources can be delivered and installed
to provide the necessary RCS make-up
water.

18 Human Factors 3.4 Staff Position: Licensees shall No exception or clarification noted.
ensure that component accessibility and
marking supports timely and reliable
operation given the potential
unavailability of installed plant lighting
and potentially high ambient
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

temperatures and humidity.
19 SFP Cooling Strategies 4.0 (1) Fire protection ring header Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this

limitation exception:

The following was added to Section 3.2.1.3:

Reliance on the fire protection system ring header as a water
source is acceptable only if the header meets the criteria to be
considered robust with respect to seismic events, floods, and
high winds, and associated missiles.

20 SFP Cooling Strategies 4.0 (2) The minimum SFP make-up Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
capacity must be capable of exception:
compensating for boil off due to the
design basis heat load for the SFP. The following change was made to Section 3.2.1.6:

(4) SFP heat load assumes the maximum design basis heat load
for the site.

Corresponding changes were made to Tables C-3 and D-3.
21 SFP Cooling strategies 4.0(3) Shared SFPs minimum spray is Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this

"per unit" exception:

Tables C-3 and D-3 were revised to stipulate SFP spray capacities
were "per unit."

22 Removal of heat from 5.1 Staff Position: For boiling-water No exceptions noted in the two Staff Positions.
containment (Pressure reactors (BWRs) with Mark I and Mark II
Control) containments only; licensees shall

provide a power-independent means to
remove heat from containment by
locally opening containment vent
pathways using criteria developed in
response to Order EA-12-050.

Staff Position: For PWRs only; NEI 12-
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Item Issue ISG Position Industry Response

06 provides an acceptable method to
develop strategies and guidance for
removal of heat from containment.

23 Hydrogen Control for
Protection of Containment
Integrity Function

5.2 Staff Position: Licensees with
installed hydrogen igniters shall
develop and maintain strategies to
provide alternative power from
generating equipment independent of
the safety-related on-site power
sources to supply electricity to one
train of hydrogen igniter equipment.
Independent alternative power
generating equipment shall be
accessible and capable of installation in
the transition phase.

Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
exception:

Section 3.2.2(15) was added to read as follows:

Procedures/guidance for units with BWR Mark III and PWR Ice
Condenser containments should address the deployment of
portable power supplies for providing backup power to the
containment hydrogen igniters, including a prioritization
approach for deployment.

Hydrogen igniters support maintenance of containment integrity
following core damage. While the FLEX strategies are focused
on prevention of fuel damage, the igniters need to be in-service
prior to significant hydrogen generation due to fuel damage in
order to be effective. However, in the extreme conditions
postulated in this guidance, a prioritization approach should be
outlined to support onsite staff decision-making on whether
resources should focus on deployment of FLEX capabilities for
fuel damage prevention versus for containment protection
following fuel damage. For example, if there are indications that
installed equipment reliability is compromised by the beyond-
design-basis condition, then a priority might be placed on re-
powering the hydrogen igniters. Similarly, if the plant staff
determines that the installed plant equipment is functioning well,
then priority could be given to deployment of coping equipment.

Correspondinc chanaes were made to Tables 3-1. C-2 and D-2
24 Equipment Protection, 6.1 Storage locations chosen for the ISG position is that there are no issues with equipment storage

Storage, and Deployment equipment must provide protection from provisions, however, the highlighted words saying the equipment
external events as necessary to allow should be stored above the flood elevation are not in agreement
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the equipment to perform its function with wording in NEI 12-06. Per NEI 12-06 equipment can be
without loss of capability. For example, stored below the flood elevation for slow developing flood
if the evaluation of external hazards scenarios if time is available and plant procedures /guidance
shows that it is appropriate to install address the needed actions to relocate the equipment.
connections for the equipment at a
specific height above the design flood The industry suggests the following revision to this wording:
level for the plant, then the equipment
should be stored in locations that are at Storage locations chosen for the equipment must provide
or above that level. In addition, the protection from external events as necessary to allow the
licensee must provide a means to bring equipment to perform its function without loss of capability. Foet
the equipment to the connection point .p. ihe evaluation of external hazards shws that it is-
under those conditions in time to initiate appr.prate to install ;onnetions for the equ.ipm.e. t at a spe.ifi,
the strategy prior to expiration of the height above the design fl..d .evel for the plant, th.n.te.
estimated capability to maintain core equipment should be stred in locations that are at or above that,
and spent fuel pool cooling and leve-. In addition, the licensee must provide a means to bring
containment functions in the initial the equipment to the connection point under those conditions in
response phase. time to initiate the strategy prior to expiration of the estimated

capability to maintain core and spent fuel pool cooling and
containment functions in the initial response phase.

25 Equipment quality 6.2 Equipment associated with the The discussion in the ISG as well as in the public meetings on
strategies developed to meet the this subject focused on ensuring the maintenance and testing
requirements of Order EA-12-049 need performed on the portable FLEX equipment was delineated such
not be treated as safety-related that it would be consistent in the industry. The industry is
equipment or subject to special proposing to perform maintenance and testing in accordance
treatment requirements under 10 CFR with the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations AP-913,
such as Part 50 Appendix B quality Equipment Reliability Process. Standard industry templates are
assurance (QA), seismic, or used in this process to define specific maintenance and testing
Environmental Qualification. activities.

Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Staff Position: NEI 12-06 provides exception:
an acceptable method to control the
quality of equipment associated with The following change was made to Section 11.1:
Order EA-12-049 with the following
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Item I Issue ISG Position Industry Response
clarifications. Licensees must
maintain a program that provides
assurance that the equipment used
to meet the requirements of Order
EA-12-049 and not already covered
by existing QA requirements in
Appendix B or R of 10 CFR Part 50 is
tested, maintained and operated so
that they will function as intended.
This equipment must be
implemented so that it does not
degrade the existing safety-related
systems. This is accomplished by
making the non-safety equipment as
independent as practicable from
existing safety-related systems. The
guidance provided in this section
outlines an acceptable QA program
for non-safety equipment used for
Order EA-12-049 and not already
covered by existing QA
requirements. Activities should be
implemented from this section as
appropriate, depending on whether
the equipment is being added (new)
or is existing.

1. Licensees shall control those
commercial items that are commonly
procured for use in the fire protection,
such as fire hoses, spray nozzles, fire
pumper trucks, and temporary fire
pumps, using the fire protection QA
program. Quality of the equipment

Equipment associated with these strategies will be procured as
commercial equipment with design, storage, maintenance,
testing, and configuration control as outlined in this section. If
the equipment is credited for other functions (e.g., fire
protection), then the quality attributes of the other functions
apply.

The following changes were made to Section 11.5:

2. Portable equipment that directly performs a FLEX mitigation
strategy for the core, containment, or SFP should be subject
to maintenance and testing in accordance with guidance
provided in INPO AP 913, Equipment Reliability Process, to
verify proper function. The maintenance program should
ensure that the FLEX equipment reliability is being achieved.
Standard industry templates (e.g., EPRI) and associated
bases will be developed to define specific maintenance and
testing including the following:
a. Periodic testing and frequency should be determined

based on equipment type and expected use. Testing
should be done to verify design requirements and/or
basis. The basis should be documented and deviations
from vendor recommendations and applicable standards
should be justified.

b. Preventive maintenance should be determined based on
equipment type and expected use. The basis should be
documented and deviations from vendor
recommendations and applicable standards should be
justified.

c. Existing work control processes may be used to control
maintenance and testing. (e.g., PM Program,
Surveillance Program, Vendor Contracts, work orders).
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being maintained shall be understood
to be with respect to the associated
strategies, rather than with respect to
fire protection, as would be required
by Regulatory Guide 1.189, "Fire
Protection for Nuclear Power Plants,"
Revision 2, Section C.4 of Branch
Technical Position (BTP) CMEB 9.5-1,
Revision 2, in the review and
acceptance of approved Fire
Protection Plans for plants licensed
after January 1, 1979, or BTP APCSB
9.5-1, its Appendix A, and Generic
Letter 77-02 for plants licensed before
January 1, 1979.

2. Licensees may include other
equipment used to meet the
requirements of Order
EA-12-049 in the Appendix B or fire
protection QA programs or in a separate
program implementing the following
activities as appropriate.

26 Off-site Resources 7.0 The Final Phase of the guidance Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
and strategies required by Order EA- exception:
12-049 requires use of off-site
resources to sustain the strategies The following were changed or added to Section 12.2:
indefinitely.

3) A provision to inspect and audit the contractual agreements
to reasonably assure the capabilities to deploy the FLEX

Staff Position: NEI 12-06 provides strategies including unannounced random inspections by the
an acceptable means to meet the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
requirements of Order EA-12-049
subject to the following clarification: 8) Provisions to ensure that the periodic maintenance, periodic
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maintenance schedule, testing, and calibration of off-site
equipment is comparable/consistent with that of similar on-

1. Licensees shall establish an oversight site FLEX equipment.
mechanism to provide reasonable
assurance that portable equipment 9) Provisions to ensure that equipment determined to be
necessary to sustain indefinite operation unavailable/non-operational during maintenance or testing is
of the mitigating strategies can be either restored to operational status or replaced with
deployed to the site, installed in appropriate alternative equipment within 90 days.
sufficient time to allow overlap between
the transition and final phases and 10) Provision to ensure that reasonable supplies of spare parts
capable of performing their intended for the off-site equipment are readily available if needed.
functions. The intent of this provision is to reduce the likelihood of

extended equipment maintenance (requiring in excess of 90
days for returning the equipment to operational status).

27 Strategy maintenance 8.0 no exceptions taken No exceptions noted.
28 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 Equipment to be provided Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this

Design exception:
AP1000 Table F.3.2-1

Table F.3.2-1 was revised to include additional information on
post-accident monitoring instrumentation. This instrumentation
has also been included in footnote (4) to that table. The text in
Section F.12 has also been clarified.

29 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 Hazard margin exception not Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Design endorsed exception:
AP1000 F.4 Step 2

F.4 Step 2 was changed to remove the 2 nd paragraph in response
to the ISG comment, and to clarify the first paragraph.

30 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 Flooding margin not endorsed Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Design exception:
AP1000 F.6 Step 2B

F.6 Step 2B was changed to comply with the wording proposed
in the ISG.

31 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 Severe storms and high winds not Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Design endorsed exception:
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AP1000 F.7 Step 2C
F.7 Step 2C was changed to comply with the wording proposed
in the ISG.

32 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 Snow, Ice and Cold not endorsed Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Design exception:
AP1000 F.8 Step 2D

F.8 Step 2D was changed to comply with the wording proposed
in the ISG.

33 Guidance for AP1000 9.0 High temperature not endorsed Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Design exception:
AP1000 F.9 Step 2E

F.9 Step 2E was changed to comply with the wording proposed
in the ISG.

34 Reporting requirements- 10.0 Integrated plan requirements Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
Integrated plan exception:

Section 13.1 was added to address the content of the integrated
reports.

35 Reporting requirements- 10.0 Initial and 6 mo. status reports Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
status reports contents exception:

Section 13.2 was added to address the content of the status
reports.

36 Reporting requirements- 10.0 final report contents Related changes were made to NEI 12-06 to address this
final report exception:

Section 13.3 was added to address the content of the final
report.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the primary lessons learned from the accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi was the significance
of the challenge presented by a loss of safety related systems following the occurrence of a
beyond-design-basis external event. In the case of Fukushima Dai-ichi, the extended loss of
alternating current (ac) power (ELAP) condition caused by the tsunami led to loss of core
cooling and a significant challenge to containment. The design basis for U.S. nuclear plants
includes bounding analyses with margin for external events expected at each site. Extreme
external events (e.g., seismic events, external flooding, etc.) beyond those accounted for in the
design basis are highly unlikely but could present challenges to nuclear power plants.

In order to address these challenges, this guide outlines the process to be used by licensees,
Construction Permit (CP) holders, and Combined License (COL) holders to define and deploy
strategies that will enhance their ability to cope with conditions resulting from beyond-design-
basis external events.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Fukushima Dai-ichi accident was the result of a tsunami that exceeded the plant's design
basis and flooded the site's emergency power supplies and electrical distribution system. This
extended loss of power severely compromised the key safety functions of core cooling and
containment integrity and ultimately led to core damage in three reactors. While the loss of
power also impaired the spent fuel pool cooling function, sufficient water inventory was
maintained in the pools to preclude fuel damage from loss of cooling.

The size of the tsunami that hit Fukushima Dai-ichi was not accounted for in the plant's design
basis. Although the ability to predict the magnitude and frequency of beyond-design-basis
external events (BDBEE) such as earthquakes and floods may be improving, and design bases
for plants include some margin, some probability will always remain for a beyond-design-basis
external event. As a result, though unlikely, external events could exceed the assumptions
used in the design and licensing of a plant, as demonstrated by the events at Fukushima.
Additional diverse and flexible strategies that address the potential consequences of these
"beyond-design-basis external events" would enhance safety at each site.

The consequences of postulated beyond-design-basis external events that are most impactful to
reactor safety are loss of power and loss of the ultimate heat sink. This document outlines an
approach for adding diverse and flexible mitigation strategies-or FLEX- that will increase
defense-in-depth for beyond-design-basis scenarios to address an ELAP and loss of normal
access to the ultimate heat sink (LUHS) occurring simultaneously at all units on a site.(See
Figure 1-1).
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Figure 1-1
FLEX Enhances Defense-in-Depth
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FLEX consists of the following elements:

" Portable equipment that provides means of obtaining power and water to
maintain or restore key safety functions for all reactors at a site. This could
include equipment such as portable pumps, generators, batteries and battery chargers,
compressors, hoses, couplings, tools, debris clearing equipment, temporary flood
protection equipment and other supporting equipment or tools.

" Reasonable staging and protection of portable equipment from BDBEEs
applicable to a site. The equipment used for FLEX would be staged and reasonably
protected from applicable site-specific severe external events to provide reasonable
assurance that N sets of FLEX equipment will remain deployable following such an
event.

* Procedures and guidance to implement FLEX strategies. FLEX Support
Guidelines (FSG), to the extent possible, will provide pre-planned FLEX strategies for
accomplishing specific tasks in support of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP) and
Abnormal Operating Procedures (AOP) functions to improve the capability to cope with
beyond-design-basis external events.

* Programmatic controls that assure the continued viability and reliability of
the FLEX strategies. These controls would establish standards for quality,
maintenance, testing of FLEX equipment, configuration management and periodic
training of personnel.
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The FLEX strategies will consist of both an on-site component using equipment stored at the
plant site and an off-site component for the provision of additional materials and equipment for
longer-term response.

By providing multiple means of power and water supply to support key safety functions, FLEX
can mitigate the consequences of beyond-design-basis external events. Figure 1-2 depicts how
FLEX can provide a common solution to mitigate multiple risks in an integrated manner. The
figure also shows how FLEX comprehensively addresses the majority of the NRC's Tier 1
recommendations.

Figure 1-2
Overview of FLEX Concept
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1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of this guide is to outline the process to be used by individual licensees to define
and implement site-specific diverse and flexible mitigation strategies that reduce the risks
associated with beyond-design-basis conditions

1.3 FLEX OBJECTIVES & GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The objective of FLEX is to establish an indefinite coping capability to prevent damage to the
fuel in the reactor and spent fuel pools and to maintain the containment function by using
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installed equipment, on-site portable equipment, and pre-staged off-site resources. This
capability will address both an ELAP (i.e., loss of off-site power, emergency diesel generators
and any alternate ac source' but not the loss of ac power to buses fed by station batteries
through inverters) and a LUHS which could arise following external events that are within the
existing design basis with additional failures and conditions that could arise from a beyond-
design-basis external event. Since the beyond-design-basis regime is essentially unlimited,
where feasible, plant features and insights from beyond-design-basis evaluations are used to
inform coping strategies.

The FLEX strategies are focused on maintaining or restoring key plant safety functions and are
not tied to any specific damage state or mechanistic assessment of external events. In some
cases, additional hazard-specific boundary conditions are applied in order to cause the
implementation strategies to be focused on the nature of challenges that are most likely for that
hazard. A safety function-based approach is in keeping with the symptom-based approach
taken to plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs) and facilitates the utilization of the FLEX
strategies in support of the operating and emergency response network of procedures and
guidance.

The underlying strategies for coping with these conditions involve a three-phase approach:

1) Initially cope by relying on installed plant equipment
2) Transition from installed plant equipment to on-site FLEX equipment
3) Obtain additional capability and redundancy from off-site equipment until power, water,

and coolant injection systems are restored or commissioned.

Plant-specific analyses will determine the duration of each phase. Recovery of the damaged
plant is beyond the scope of FLEX capabilities as the specific actions and capabilities will be a
function of the specific condition of the plant and these conditions cannot be known in advance.

To the extent practical, generic thermal hydraulic analyses will be developed to support plant-
specific decision-making. Justification for the duration of each phase will address the on-site
availability of equipment, the resources necessary to deploy the equipment consistent with the
required timeline, anticipated site conditions following the beyond-design-basis external event,
and the ability of the local infrastructure to enable delivery of equipment and resources from
off-site.

While FLEX strategies are focused on the prevention of fuel damage, these strategies would be
available to support accident mitigation efforts following fuel damage. However, coordination
of the FLEX equipment with Severe Accident Management Guidelines (SAMGs) is not within the
scope of this guideline.

1.4 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER TIER 1 REQUIREMENTS

Effective implementation of FLEX requires coordination with the following on-going activities:

1 Alternate AC source as defined in 10 CFR 50.2
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" Seismit walk downs (NRC RFI dated March 12, 2012 on Recommendation 2.3) - these
walk downs provide the basis for the capability of the plant to successfully respond to
design basis seismic events, which is a foundation for the FLEX strategies.,

" Flood walk downs (NRC RFI dated March 12, 2012 on Recommendation 2.3) - these
walk downs provide the basis for the capability of the plant to successfully respond to.
design basis flooding events, which is a foundation for the FLEX strategies.

" Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Mk I and II reliable hardened vents (NRC Order EA-12-
050) - Mk I and II containment venting will be a required function to cope with an ELAP
or LUHS event.

* SFP level instrumentation (NRC Order EA-12-051) - the enhanced SFP instrumentation
will support the implementation of FLEX strategies for maintaining SFP water level to
prevent fuel damage.

" EOP/SAMG activities (Recommendation 8) - implementation of FLEX will require
coordination with plant EOPs and supporting procedures and guidance.

.Emcrg.n.Y Re.p.n.. Orgz.niz.atin (ER•O)• staffing and communications (NRC RFI dated
March 12, 2012 on Recommendation 9.3) - implementation of FLEX will utilize the
e....ei9e. on-site and off-site communications capabilities, and E-RO-the on-shift and
augmented staff will implement appropriatesupport d.pl.ym.nt at FLEX strategies in
respe1di- response to a beyond-design-basis external4-e events pesuh.ate •e
affecting all units on a site.

1.5 APPLICABILITY

This guidance document is applicable to operating reactors, construction permit holders, and
COL holders r... ea. h plant toand addresses the development of mitigation strategies for
beyond-design-basis external events. The NRC issued Order EA-12-049 modifying the licenses
for certain facilities. Attachments 2 and 3 of the Order are provided in Tables 1-1 and 1-2.
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Table 1-1

Order for Operating Reactors and Construction Permit Holders

REQUIREMENTS FOR MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR BEYOND-DESIGN-BASIS
EXTERNAL EVENTS AT OPERATING REACTOR SITES

AND CONSTRUCTION PERMIT HOLDERS

This Order requires a three-phase approach for mitigating beyond-design-basis external events.
The initial phase requires the use of installed equipment and resources to maintain or restore core
cooling, containment and spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling capabilities. The transition phase requires
providing sufficient, portable, on-site equipment and consumables to maintain or restore these
functions until they can be accomplished with resources brought from off site. The final phase
requires obtaining sufficient off-site resources to sustain those functions indefinitely.

(1) Licensees or construction permit (CP) holders shall develop, implement, and maintain guidance
and strategies to maintain or restore core cooling, containment and SFP cooling capabilities
following a beyond-design-basis external event.

(2) These strategies must be capable of mitigating a simultaneous loss of all alternating current
(ac) power and loss of normal access to the ultimate heat sink and have adequate capacity to
address challenges to core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities at all units on a
site subject to this Order.

(3) Licensees or CP holders must provide reasonable protection for the associated equipment from
external events. Such protection must demonstrate that there is adequate capacity to address
challenges to core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities at all units on a site
subject to this Order.

(4) Licensees or CP holders must be capable of implementing the strategies in all modes.

(5) Full compliance shall include procedures, guidance, training, and acquisition, staging, or
installing of equipment needed for the strategies.

10
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Table 1-2

Order for Combined Operating License Holders

REQUIREMENTS FOR MITIGATION STRATEGIES
FOR BEYON D-DESIGN-BASIS EXTERNAL EVENTS

AT COL HOLDER REACTOR SITES
[AP1000 COLs}

Attachment 2 to this order for Part 50 licensees requires a phased approach for mitigating beyond-
design-basis external events. The initial phase requires the use of installed equipment and
resources to maintain or restore core cooling, containment and spent fuel pool (SFP) cooling
capabilities. The transition phase requires providing sufficient, portable, onsite equipment and
consumables to maintain or restore these functions until they can be accomplished with resources
brought from off site. The final phase requires obtaining sufficient off-site resources to sustain
those functions indefinitely.

The design bases of [.<-4AP1000 COL*->] includes passive design features that provide core,
containment and SFP cooling capability for 72 hours, without reliance on alternating current (ac)
power. These features do not rely on access to any external water sources since the containment
vessel and the passive containment cooling system serve as the safety-related ultimate heat sink.
The NRC staff reviewed these design features prior to issuance of the combined licenses for these
facilities and certification of the AP1000 design referenced therein. The AP1000 design also
includes equipment to maintain required safety functions in the long term (beyond 72 hours to 7
days) including capability to replenish water supplies. Connections are provided for generators and
pumping equipment that can be brought tothe site to back up the installed equipment. The staff
concluded in its final safety evaluation report for the AP1000 design that the installed equipment
(and alternatively, the use of transportable equipment) is capable of supporting extended
operation of the passive safety systems to maintain required safety functions in the long term. As
such, this Order requires [I<-AP1000 COL->]- to address the following requirements relative to
the final phase.

(1) Licensees shall develop, implement, and maintain guidance and strategies to maintain or
restore core cooling, containment and SFP cooling capabilities following a beyond-design-basis
external event.

(2) These strategies must be capable of mitigating a simultaneous loss of all ac power and loss of
normal access to the normal heat sink and have adequate capacity to address challenges to
core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities at all units on a site subject to this
Order.

(3) Licensees must provide reasonable protection for the associated equipment from external
events. Such protection must demonstrate that there is adequate capacity to address
challenges to core cooling, containment, and SFP cooling capabilities at all units on a site
subject to this Order.

(4) Licensees must be capable of implementing the strategies in all modes.
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(5) Full compliance shall include procedures, guidance, training, and acquisition, staging, or
installing of equipment needed for the strategies.

12
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

The accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi highlighted the potential challenges associated with coping
with an ELAP. ELAP and LUHS have long been identified as contributors to nuclear power plant
risk in plant-specific PRAs.

FLEX strategies will be determined based on two criteria. Each plant will establish the ability to
cope with the baseline conditions for a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS event. Each plant would
then evaluate the FLEX protection and deployment strategies in consideration of the challenges
of the external hazards applicable to the site. Depending on the challenge presented, the
approach and specific implementation strategy may vary.

Each plant and site has unique features and for this reason, the implementation of FLEX
capabilities will be site-specific. This guideline is organized around the site assessment process
shown in Figure 2-1. The guidance is provided to outline the steps, considerations, and
ultimate FLEX strategies that are to be provided for each site.

Boundary Conditions

The following general boundary conditions apply to the establishment of FLEX strategies:

• Beyond-design-basis external event occurs impacting all units at site,
• All reactors on site initially operating at power, unless site has procedural direction to

shut down due to the impending event,
• Each reactor is successfully shut down when required (i.e., all rods inserted, no ATWS),
* On-site staff are at site administrative minimum shift staffing levels,
" No independent, concurrent events, e.g., no active security threat, and
• All personnel on-site are available to support site response.
* Spent fuel in dry storage is outside the scope of FLEX.

In some cases, additional hazard-specific boundary conditions are defined for various types of
external hazards.

The boundary conditions for core cooling and containment strategies assume all reactors on the
site are initially at power because this is more challenging in terms of core protection, and
containment integrity. The FLEX strategies have been designed for this condition. However,
the FLEX strategies are also "diverse and flexible" such that they can be implemented in many
different conditions as it is not possible to predict the exact site conditions following a beyond-
design-basis external event. As such, the strategies can be implemented in all modeslby_
maintaining the.-T-he portable FLEX equipment noeds to be maintainod available to be deployed
during eutagesall modes.

Though the FLEX strategies are not explicitly designed for outage conditions due to the small
fraction of the operating cycle that is spent in an outage condition, generally less than 10%,
consideration is given in the requirements of this document that support outage conditions as
follows:

13
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Figure 2-1
Site Assessment Process
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" Provision of primary and alternate connection points provides higher reliability and helps
address equipment being out of service.

• Specific makeup rates and connections will be sized to support outage conditions, i.e.,
connection points for RCS makeup will be sized to support core cooling.

While equipment required for compliance with 50.54(hh)(2) may be used to support FLEX
implementation, this document does not address compliance with 50.54(hh)(2). The guidance
of NEI 06-12 still applies in that case.

The main body of this guidance is written for current generation LWRs. Appendix F provides
guidance on the development of mitigation strategies for the AP1000 design. As additional new
plant designs are deployed, additional addenda will be added to this document to address the
specific application of FLEX to those designs.

2.1 ESTABLISH BASELINE COPING CAPABILITY

The first step of FLEX capability development is the establishment of the baseline coping
capability to address a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS event. In general, the baseline coping
capability is established based on an assumed set of boundary conditions that arise from a
beyond-design-basis external event. Each plant will establish the ability to cope for these
baseline conditions utilizing a combination of installed, temporary, and off-site equipment.
These capabilities will also improve the ability of each plant to respond to other causes of a
simultaneous ELAP and LUHS not specifically the result of an external event, e.g., such as those
conditions defined in 10 CPR 50.63.

Examples of the types of capabilities identified on a plant-specific basis include:

* Battery load shedding to extend battery life,
* Provision of additional small ac and/or direct current (dc) power sources to recharge

batteries or energize key equipment and instrumentation, and
• Enhancement of capabilities previously deployed under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2).

In nearly all cases, the deployment of these enhanced coping strategies will require revisions to
plant procedures/guidance, as current plant procedures were largely oriented to the conditions
defined under 10 CFR 50.63.

The process for establishing a baseline coping capability is described in Section 3.

While initial approaches to FLEX strategies will take no credit for installed ac power supplies,
longer term strategies may be developed to prolong Phase 1 coping that will allow greater
reliance on permanently installed, bunkered or hardened ac power supplies that are adequately
protected from external events.
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2.2 DETERMINE APPLICABLE EXTREME EXTERNAL HAZARDS

This step of the site assessment process involves the evaluation of the external hazards that are
considered credible to a particular site. For the purposes of this assessment, external hazards
have been grouped into five classes to help further focus the effort:

* Seismic events,
" External flooding,
* Storms such as hurricanes, high winds, and tornadoes,
" Extreme snow, ice, and cold, and
* Extreme heat.

Each plant will evaluate the applicability of these hazards and, where applicable, address the
implementation considerations associated with each. These considerations include:

* Protection of FLEX equipment,
• Deployment of FLEX equipment,
* Procedural interfaces, and
" Utilization of off-site resources.

The process for determining the applicable external hazards and enhancing the baseline FLEX
strategies to address these hazards is described in Sections 4 through 9.

2.3 DEFINE SITE-SPECIFIC FLEX STRATEGIES

This step involves the consideration of the hazards that are applicable to the site, in order to
establish the best overall strategy for the deployment of FLEX capabilities for beyond-design-
basis conditions.

Considering the external hazards applicable to the site, the FLEX mitigation equipment should
be stored in a location or locations such that it is reasonably protected such that no one
external event can reasonably fail the site FLEX capability. Reasonable protection can be
provided for example, through provision of multiple sets of portable on-site equipment stored in
diverse locations or through storage in structures designed to reasonably protect from
applicable external events..

The process for defining the full extent of the FLEX coping capability is described in Section 10.

2.4 PROGRAMMATIC CONTROLS

The programmatic controls for implementation of FLEX include:

" Quality Attributes
* Equipment Design
* Equipment Storage
" Procedure Guidance
• Maintenance and Testing
* Training
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" Staffing
" Configuration Control

Procedures and guidance to support deployment and implementation including interfaces to
EOPs, special event procedures, abnormal event procedures, and system operating procedures,
will be coordinated within the site procedural framework.

The storage requirements for the FLEX equipment will be based on the results of the analysis
performed in Sections 4 through 9.

The programmatic controls for FLEX strategies are described in Section 11.

2.5 SYNCHRONIZATION WITH OFF-SITE RESOURCES

The timely provision of effective off-site resources will need to be coordinated by the site and
will depend on the plant-specific analysis and strategies for coping with the effects of the
beyond-design-basis external event. Arrangements will need to be established by each site for
the off-site equipment and resources that will be required for the off-site phase.

The off-site response interfaces for FLEX capabilities are described in Section 12.
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3.0 STEP 1: ESTABLISH BASELINE COPING CAPABILITY

The primary FLEX objective is to develop a plant-specific capability for coping with a
simultaneous ELAP and LUHS event for an indefinite period through a combination of installed
plant capability, portable on-site equipment, and off-site resources. Each plant will establish the
ability to cope for these baseline conditions based on the appropriate engineering analyses and
procedural framework.

3.1 PURPOSE

All U.S. plants have a coping capability for station blackout (SBO) conditions under 10 CFR
50.63. In some cases, plants rely on installed battery capacity to support operation of AC-
independent core cooling sources. While in other cases, stations rely on SBO diesel generators,
gas turbines, or ac power from other on-site sources to mitigate the blackout condition. The
U.S. plants also developed emergency response strategies to mitigate the effects of large fires
and explosions under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2).

While existing capabilities for coping with SBO conditions are robust, it is possible to postulate
low-probability events and scenarios beyond a plant's design basis that may lead to a
simultaneous ELAP and LUHS. The purpose of this step is to identify reasonable strategies and
actions to establish an indefinite coping capability during which key safety functions are
maintained for the simultaneous ELAP and LUHS conditions.

3.2 PERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES

This baseline coping capability is built upon strategies that focus on a simultaneous ELAP and
LUHS condition caused by unspecified events. The baseline assumptions have been established
on the presumption that other than the loss of the ac power sources and normal access to the
UHS, installed equipment that is designed to be robust with respect to design basis external
events is assumed to be fully available. Installed equipment that is not robust is assumed to be
unavailable. The baseline assumptions are provided in Section 3.2.1.

3.2.1 General Criteria and Baseline Assumptions

The following subsections outline the general criteria and assumptions to be used in
establishing the baseline coping capability.

3.2.1.1 General Criteria

Procedures and equipment relied upon should ensure that satisfactory performance of
necessary fuel cooling and containment functions are maintained. A simultaneous ELAP and
LUHS challenges both core cooling and spent fuel pool cooling due to interruption of normal ac
powered system operations.

For a PWR, an additional requirement is to keep the fuel in the reactor covered-, eXep- fe. vefy
bri..ef .. Eeve.y. For a BWR, reactor core uncovery following RPV depressurization is allowed as
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long as it can be shown that adequate core cooling is maintained using aeeep.ed-..•altical
methods, e.g., MAAP analysis. For BWRs it is understood that containment venting may be
required for decay heat removal purposes.

For both PWRs and BWRs, the requirement is to keep fuel in the spent fuel pool covered.

The conditions considered herein are beyond-design-basis. Consistent with other beyond-
design-basis analyses, it is appropriate to base any analyses of plant response on nominal or
best estimate plant conditions, e.g., tank levels, flows, temperatures, etc.

3.2.1.2 Initial Plant Conditions

The initial plant conditions are assumed to be the following:

(1) Prior to the event the reactor has been operating at 100 percent rated thermal power
for at least 100 days or has just been shut down from such a power history as required
by plant procedures in advance of the impending event.

(2) At the time of the postulated event, the reactor and supporting systems are within
normal operating ranges for pressure, temperature, and water level for the appropriate
plant condition. All plant equipment is either normally operating or available from the
standby state as described in the plant design and licensing basis.

3.2.1.3 Initial Conditions

The following initial conditions are to be applied:

(1) No specific initiating event is used. The initial condition is assumed to be a loss of off-
site power (LOOP) at a plant site resulting from an external event that affects the off-
site power system either throughout the grid or at the plant with no prospect for
recovery of off-site power for an extended period. The LOOP is assumed to affect all
units at a plant site.

(2) All installed sources of emergency on-site ac-power and SBO Alternate ac power
sources are assumed to be not available and not imminently recoverable.

(3) Cooling and makeup water inventories contained in systems or structures with designs
that are robust with respect to seismic events, floods, and high winds, and associated
missiles are available.

(4) Normal access to the ultimate heat sink is lost, but the water inventory in the UHS
remains available and robust piping connecting the UHS to plant systems remains
intact. The motive force for UHS flow, i.e., pumps, is assumed to be lost with no
prospect for recovery.

(5) Fuel for FLEX equipment stored in structures with designs which are robust with respect
to seismic events, floods and high winds and associated missiles, remains available.

(6) Permanent plant equipment that is contained in structures with designs that are robust
with respect to seismic events, floods, and high winds, and associated missiles, are
available.

(7) Other equipment, such as portable ac power sources, portable back up dc power
supplies, spare batteries, and equipment for 50.54(hh)(2), may be used provided it is
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reasonably protected from the applicable external hazards per Sections 5 through 9 and
Section 11.3 of this guidance and has predetermined hookup strategies with
appropriate procedures/guidance and the equipment is stored in a relative close vicinity
of the site.

(8) Installed electrical distribution system, including inverters and battery chargers, remain
available provided they are protected consistent with current station design.

(LNo additional events or failures are assumed to occur immediately prior to or during the
event, including security events.

f9)(10) Reliance on the fire protection system ring header as a water source is
acceptable only if the header meets the criteria to be considered robust with respect to
seismic events, floods, and high winds, and associated missiles.

3.2.1.4 Reactor Transient

The following additional boundary conditions are applied for the reactor transient:

(1) Following the loss of all ac power, the reactor automatically trips and all rods are
inserted.

(2) The main steam system valves (such as main steam isolation valves, turbine stops,
atmospheric dumps, etc.), necessary to maintain decay heat removal functions operate
as designed.

(3) Safety/Relief Valves (S/RVs) or Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs) initially operate in
a normal manner if conditions in the RCS so require. Normal valve reseating is also
assumed.

(4) No independent failures, other than those causing the ELAP/LUHS event, are assumed
to occur in the course of the transient.

3.2.1.5 Reactor Coolant Inventory Loss

Sources of expected PWR and BWR reactor coolant inventory loss include:

(1) normal system leakage,
(2) losses from letdown unless automatically isolated or until isolation is procedurally

directed,
(3) losses due to reactor coolant pump seal leakage (rate is dependent on the RCP seal

design),
(4) losses due to BWR recirculation pump seal leakage, and
(5) BWR inventory loss due to operation of steam-driven systems, SRV cycling, and RPV

depressurization.

Procedurally-directed actions can significantly extend the time to core uncovery in PWRs.
However, RCS makeup capability is assumed to be required at some point in the extended loss
of ac power condition for inventory and reactivity control.
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3.2.1.6 SFP Conditions

The initial SFP conditions are:

(1) All boundaries of the SFP are intact, including the liner, gates, transfer canals, etc.,
(2) Although sloshing may occur during a seismic event, the initial loss of SFP inventory

does not preclude access to the refueling deck around the pool,
(3) SFP cooling system is intact, including attached piping, and
(4) SFP heat load assumes a recent full core .ffl.adthe maximum design basis heat load for

the site.

3.2.1.7 Event Response Actions

Event response actions follow the command and control of the existing procedures and
guidance based on the underlying symptoms that result from the event. The priority for the
plant response is to utilize systems or eguipment that provides the highest probability for
success. Other site impacts as a result of the event would be addressed according to plant
priorities and resource availability Event response actions f•ll he available and appli.abl,
procedures and guidanee for the underlying symptomns anid/or identified event scenario
associated with a less of ac power. For beyond designi basis events, the priority for the plant
response is to utEili7ze systems or equipm,.ent that provIdcs th4 ih'.poait-frsees
The FLEX strategy relies upon the following principles:

1) Initially cope by relying on installed plant equipment
2) Transition from installed plant equipment to on-site FLEX equipment
3) Obtain additional capability and redundancy from off-site resources until power, water,

and coolant injection systems are restored or commissioned.
4) Response actions will be prioritized based on available equipment, resources, and time

constraints. The initial coping response actions can be performed by available site
personnel post-event.

5) Transition from installed plant equipment to on-site FLEX equipment may involve on-
site, off-site, or recalled personnel as justified by plant-specific evaluation.

6) Strategies that have a time constraint to be successful should be identified and a basis
provided that the time can reasonably be met.

3.2.1.8 Effects of Loss of Ventilation

The effects of loss of HVAC in an extended loss of ac power event can be addressed consistent
with NUMARC 87-00 [Ref. 8] or by plant-specific thermal hydraulic calculations, e.g., GOTHIC
calculations.

3.2.1.9 Personnel Accessibility

Areas requiring personnel access should be evaluated to ensure that conditions will support the
actions required by the plant-specific strategy for responding to the event.
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3.2.1.10 Instrumentation and Controls

Actions specified in plant procedures/guidance for loss of ac power are predicated on use of
instrumentation and controls powered by station batteries. In order to extend battery life, a
minimum set of parameters necessary to support strategy implementation should be defined.
The instrumentation must be able to demonstrate the success of the strategies at maintaining
the key safety functions as well as provide a means to monitor for imminent or actual core
damage to facilitate a decision to manage the response to the event within the Emergency
Operating Procedures and FLEX Support Guidelines or within the SAMGs. Typically, this would
include the following:

PWRs BWRs
" SG Level • RPV Level
* SG Pressure • RPV Pressure
* RCS Pressure 0 Containment Pressure
* RCS Temperature • Suppression Pool Level

" Containment Pressure 0 Suppression Pool Temperature
* SFP Level 0 SFP Level

The plant-specific evaluation may identify additional instrumentation that -fiay-beis needed in
order to support key actions identified in the plant procedures/guidancelk7 e.g., isolation
condenser (IC) level), or to indicate imminent or actual core damage.

3.2.1.11 Containment Isolation Valves

It is assumed that the containment isolation actions delineated in current station blackout
coping capabilities is sufficient.

3.2.1.12 Qualification of Installed Equipment

Equipment relied upon to support FLEX implementation does not need to be qualified to all
extreme environments that may be posed, but some basis should be provided for the capability
of the equipment to continue to function. Appendix G of Reference 8 contains information that
may be useful in this regard.

3.2.2 Minimum Baseline Capabilities

Each site should establish the minimum coping capabilities consistent with unit-specific
evaluation of the potential impacts and responses to an ELAP and LUHS. In general, this coping
can be thought of as occurring in three phases:

* Phase 1: Cope relying on installed plant equipment
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* Phase 2: Transition from installed plant equipment to on-site FLEX equipment.
* Phase 3: Obtain additional capability and redundancy from off-site equipment until

power, water, and coolant injection systems are restored or commissioned.

In order to support the objective of an indefinite coping capability, each plant will be expected
to establish capabilities consistent with Table 3-1 (BWRs) or Table 3-2 (PWRs). Additional
explanation of these functions and capabilities are provided in Appendices C and D.

The overall plant response to an ELAP and LUHS will be accomplished through the use of
normal plant command and control procedures and practices. The normal emergency response
capabilities will be used as defined in the facility emergency plan, as augmented by NEI 12-01,
Guideline for Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and Communications
Capabilities. As described in Section 11.4, the plant emergency operating procedures (EOPs)
will govern the operational response. This ensures that a symptom-based approach is taken to
the response, available capabilities are utilized, and control of the plant is consistent with EOP
requirements, e.g., control of key parameters, cooldown rate, etc. The FLEX strategies will be
deployed in support of the EOPs using separate FLEX Support Guidelines (FSGs) that govern the
use of the portable FLEX equipment in maintaining or restoring key safety functions.

The following guidelines are provided to support the development of guidance to coordinate
with the existing set of plant operating procedures/guidance:

(1) Plant procedures/guidance should identify site-specific actions necessary to restore ac
power to essential loads. If an Alternate ac (AAC) power source is available it should be
started as soon as possible. If not, actions should be taken to secure existing
equipment alignments and provide an alternate power source as soon as possible based
on relative plant priorities.
While initial actions following the event may initially focus on restoration of ac power to
essential loads, procedural guidance needs to assure a timely decision is made on
whether or not the beyond design basis (BDB) external event (BDBEE) has resulted in a
SBO condition that is an ELAP. This is an important decision to ensure that actions to
maintain or restore key safety functions are taken consistent with the timelines of the
ELAP analyses for the initial response phase.

CAUTION
A irely yd eisieon needs to be mnade on whether or net the beyond design basis

(BDB) externial event (BDBEE) has resulted in ani FLAP condition that is
expected to last fer greater than the plant's design bai oin period. If the

ELAP duration is reasoniably expected to exceeed this EEin tim aneperator
resources are limited, then effor~ts to restere off s~ite o tnb Casi)a
power--ei s she ld not tak~e precedence ever accomnplishing operator aton
2 thru 14 beew

(2) Plant procedures/guidance should recognize the Importance of AFW/HPCI/RCIC/ZC
during the early stages of the event and direct the operators to invest appropriate
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attention to assuring its initiation and continued, reliable operation throughout the
transient since this ensures decay heat removal.

The risk of core damage due to ELAP can be significantly reduced by assuring the
availability of AFW/HPCI/RCIC/IC, particularly in the first 30 minutes to one hour of the
event. Assuring that one of these systems has been initiated to provide early core heat
removal, even if local initiation and control is required is an important initial action. A
substantial portion of the decay and sensible reactor heat can be removed during this
period. AFW/HPCI/RCIC/IC availability can be improved by providing a reliable supply of
water, monitoring turbine conditions (particularly lubricating oil flow and temperature),
bypassing automatic trips, and maintaining nuclear boiler/steam generator water levels.
These actions help ensure that the core remains adequately covered and cooled during
an extended loss of ac power event.

(3) Plant procedures/guidance should specify actions necessary to assure that equipment
functionality can be maintained (including support systems or alternate method) in an
ELAP/LUHS or can perform without ac power or normal access to the UHS.

Cooling functions provided by such systems as auxiliary building cooling water, service
water, or component cooling water may normally be used in order for equipment to
perform their function. It may be necessary to provide an alternate means for support
systems that require ac power or normal access to the UHS, or provide a technical
justification for continued functionality without the support system.

(4) Plant procedures/guidance should identify the sources of potential reactor inventory
loss, and specify actions to prevent or limit significant loss.

Actions should be linked to clear symptoms of inventory loss (e.g., specific temperature
readings provided by sensors in relief valve tail pipes, letdown losses, etc.), associated
manual or dc motor driven isolation valves, and their location. Procedures/guidance
should establish the priority for manual valve isolation based on estimated inventory loss
rates early in the event. If manual valves are used for leak isolation, they should be
accessible, sufficiently lighted (portable lighting may be used) for access and use, and
equipped with a hand wheel, chain or reach rod. If valves are locked in position, keys
or cutters should be available. Procedures/guidance should identify the location of
valves, keys and cutters.

(5) Plant procedures/guidance should ensure that a flow path is promptly established for
makeup flow to the steam generator/nuclear boiler and identify backup water sources in
order of intended use. Additionally, plant procedures/guidance should specify clear
criteria for transferring to the next preferred source of water.

Under certain beyond-design-basis conditions, the integrity of some water sources may
be challenged. Coping with an ELAP/LUHS may require water supplies for multiple days.
Guidance should address alternate water sources and water delivery systems to support
the extended coping duration. Cooling and makeup water inventories contained in
systems or structures with designs that are robust with respect to seismic events, floods,
and high winds, and associated missiles are assumed to be available in an ELAP/LUHS at
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their nominal capacities. Water in the-robust UHS piping may also be available for use
but would need to be evaluated to ensure adequate NPSH can be demonstrated and, for
example, that the water does not gravity drain back to the UHS. Alternate water
delivery systems can be considered available on a case-by-case basis. In general, all
condensate storage tanks should be used first if available. If the normal source of
makeup water (e.g., CST) fails or becomes exhausted as a result of the hazard, then
robust demineralized, raw, or borated water tanks may be used as appropriate. Heated
torus water can be relied upon if sufficient NPSH can be established. Finally, when all
other preferred water sources have been depleted, lower water quality sources may be
pumped as makeup flow using available equipment (e.g., a diesel driven fire pump or a
portable pump drawing from a raw water source). Procedures/guidance should clearly
specify the conditions when the operator is expected to resort to increasingly impure
water sources.

(6) Plant procedures/guidance should identify loads that need to be stripped from the plant
dc buses (both Class 1E and non-Class 1E) for the purpose of conserving dc power.

DC power is needed in an ELAP for such loads as shutdown system instrumentation,
control systems, and dc backed AOVs and MOVs. Emergency lighting may also be
powered by safety-related batteries. However, for many plants, this lighting may have
been supplemented by Appendix R and security lights, thereby allowing the emergency
lighting load to be eliminated. ELAP procedures/guidance should direct operators to
conserve dc power during the event by stripping nonessential loads as soon as practical.
Early load stripping can significantly extend the availability of the unit's Class 1E
batteries. In certain circumstances, AFW/HPCI /RCIC operation may be extended by
throttling flow to a constant rate, rather than by stroking valves in open-shut cycles.

Given the beyond-design-basis nature of these conditions, it is acceptable to strip loads
down to the minimum equipment necessary and one set of instrument channels for
required indications. Credit for load-shedding actions should consider the other
concurrent actions that may be required in such a condition.

(7) Plant procedures/guidance should specify actions to permit appropriate containment
isolation and safe shutdown valve operations while ac power is unavailable.

Compressed air is used to operate (cycle) some valves used for decay heat removal and
in reactor auxiliary systems (e.g., identifying letdown valves or reactor water cleanup
system valves that need to be closed). Most containment isolation valves are in the
normally closed or failed closed position during power operation. Many other classes of
containment isolation valves are not of concern during an extended loss of ac power.

(8) Plant procedures/guidance should identify the portable lighting (e.g., flashlights or
headlamps) and communications systems necessary for Ingress and egress to plant
areas required for deployment of FLEX strategies.

Areas requiring access for instrumentation monitoring or equipment operation may
require portable lighting as necessary to perform essential functions.
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Normal communications may be lost or hampered during an ELAP. Consequently, in

some cases, portable communication devices may be required to support interaction
between personnel in the plant and those providing overall command and control.

(9) Plant procedures/guidance should consider the effects of ac power loss on area access,
as well as the need to gain entry to the Protected Area and internal locked areas where
remote equipment operation is necessary.

At some plants, the security system may be adversely affected by the loss of the
preferred or Class 1E power supplies in an ELAP. In such cases, manual actions
specified in ELAP response procedures/guidance may require additional actions to obtain
access.

(10) Plant procedures/guidance should consider loss of ventilation effects on specific
energized equipment necessary for shut down (e.g., those containing internal electrical
power supplies or other local heat sources that may be energized or present in an ELAP.

ELAP procedures/guidance should identify specific actions to be taken to ensure that
equipment failure does not occur as a result of a loss of forced ventilation/cooling.
Actions should be tied to either the ELAP/LUHS or upon reaching certain temperatures in
the plant. Plant areas requiring additional air flow are likely to be locations containing
shutdown instrumentation and power supplies, turbine-driven decay heat removal
equipment, and in the vicinity of the inverters. These areas include: steam driven AFW
pump room, HPCI and RCIC pump rooms, the control room, and logic cabinets. Air flow
may be accomplished by opening doors to rooms and electronic and relay cabinets,
and/or providing supplemental air flow.

Air temperatures may be monitored during an ELAP/LUHS event through operator
observation, portable instrumentation, or the use of locally mounted thermometers
inside cabinets and in plant areas where cooling may be needed. Alternatively,
procedures/guidance may direct the operator to take action to provide for alternate air
flow in the event normal cooling is lost. Upon loss of these systems, or indication of
temperatures outside the maximum normal range of values, the procedures/guidance
should direct supplemental air flow be provided to the affected cabinet or area, and/or
designate alternate means for monitoring system functions.

For the limited cooling requirements of a cabinet containing power supplies for
instrumentation, simply opening the back doors is effective. For larger cooling loads,
such as HPCI, RCIC, and AFW pump rooms, portable engine-driven blowers may be
considered during the transient to augment the natural circulation provided by opening
doors. The necessary rate of air supply to these rooms may be estimated on the basis
of rapidly turning over the room's air volume.

Temperatures in the HPCI pump room and/or steam tunnel for a BWR may reach levels
which isolate HPCI or RCIC steam lines. Supplemental air flow or the capability to

override the isolation feature may be necessary at some plants. The
procedures/guidance should identify the corrective action required, if necessary.
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Actuation setpoints for fire protection systems are typically at 165-180 0 F. It is expected
that temperature rises due to loss of ventilation/cooling during an ELAP/LUHS will not be
sufficiently high to initiate actuation of fire protection systems. If lower fire protection
system setpoints are used or temperatures are expected to exceed these temperatures
during an ELAP/LUHS, procedures/guidance should identify actions to avoid such
inadvertent actuations or the plant should ensure that actuation does not impact long
term operation of the equipment.

(11) Plant procedures/guidance should consider accessibility requirements at locations where
operators will be required to perform local manual operations.

Due to elevated temperatures and humidity in some locations where local operator
actions are required (e.g., manual valve manipulations, equipment connections, etc.),
procedures/guidance should identify the protective clothing or other equipment or
actions necessary to protect the operator, as appropriate.

(12) Plant procedures/guidance should consider loss of heat tracing effects for equipment
required to cope with an ELAP. Alternate steps, if needed, should be identified to
supplement planned action.

Heat tracing is used at some plants to ensure cold weather conditions do not result in
freezing important piping and instrumentation systems with small diameter piping.
Procedures/guidance should be reviewed to identify if any heat traced systems are relied
upon to cope with an ELAP. For example, additional condensate makeup may be
supplied from a system exposed to cold weather where heat tracing is needed to ensure
control systems are available. If any such systems are identified, additional backup
sources of water not dependent on heat tracing should be identified.

(13) Use of portable equipment, e.g., portable power supplies, portable pumps, etc., can
extend plant coping capability. The procedures/guidance for implementation of these
portable systems should address the transitions from installed sources to portable
sources.

The use of portable equipment to charge batteries or locally energize equipment may be
needed under ELAP/LUHS conditions. Appropriate electrical isolations and interactions
should be addressed in procedures/guidance.

Regardless of installed coping capability, all plants will include the ability to use portable
pumps to provide RPV/RCS/SG makeup as a means to provide a diverse capability
beyond installed equipment. The use of portable pumps to provide RPV/RCS/SG makeup
requires a transition and interaction with installed systems. For example, transitioning
from RCIC to a portable FLEX pump as the source for RPV makeup requires appropriate
controls on the depressurization of the RPV and injection rates to avoid extended core
uncovery. Similarly, transition to a portable pump for SG makeup may require cooldown
and depressurization of the SGs in advance of using the portable pump connections.
Guidance should address both the proactive transition from installed equipment to
portable and reactive transitions in the event installed equipment degrades or fails.
Preparations for reactive use of portable equipment should not distract site resources
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from establishing the primary coping strategy. In some cases, in order to meet the
time-sensitive required actions of the site-specific strategies, the FLEX equipment may
need to be stored in its deployed position.

The fuel necessary to operate the FLEX equipment needs to be assessed in the plant-
specific analysis to ensure sufficient quantities are available as well as to address
delivery capabilities.

(14) Procedures/guidance should address the appropriate monitoring and makeup options to
the SFP.

Traditionally, SFPs have not been thoroughly addressed in plant EOPs. In the case of
an ELAP/LUHS, both the reactor and SFP cooling may be coincidently challenged.
Monitoring of SFP level can be used to determine when SFP makeup is required.

(15) Procedures/guidance for units with BWR Mark III and PWR Ice Condenser containments
should address the deployment of portable power supplies for providing backup power
to the containment hydrogen igniters5, including a prioritization approach for deployment.

Hydrogen igniters support maintenance of containment integrity following core damage.
While the FLEX strategies are focused on prevention of fuel damage, the igniters need
to be in-service prior to significant hydrogen generation due to fuel damage in order to
be effective. However, in the extreme conditions postulated in this guidance, a
prioritization approach should be outlined to support onsite staff decision-making on
whether resources should focus on deployment of FLEX capabilities for fuel damage
prevention versus for containment protection following fuel damage. For example, if
there are indications that installed equiment reliability is compromised by the beyond-
design-basis condition, then a priority might be placed on re-powering the hydrogen
igniters. Similarly, if the plant staff determines that the installed plant equipment is
functioning well, then priority could be given to deployment of coping equipment.

In order to assure reliability and availability of the FLEX equipment required to meet these
capabilities, the site should have sufficient equipment to address all functions at all units on
site, plus one additional spare, i.e., a N+1 capability, where "N" is the number of units on-site.
Thus, a two-unit site would nominally have at least three portable pumps, three sets of portable
ac/dc power supplies, three sets of hoses & cables, etc. It is also acceptable to have a single
resource that is sized to support the required functions for multiple units at a site (e.g., a single
pump capable of all water supply functions for a dual unit site). In this case, the N+1 could
simply involve a second pump of equivalent capability. In addition, it is also acceptable to
have multiple strategies to accomplish a function (e.g. two separate means to repower
instrumentation). In this case the equipment associated with each strategy does not require
N+1. The existing 50.54(hh)(2) pump and supplies can be counted toward the N+1, provided
it meets the functional and storage requirements outlined in this guide. The N+1 capability
applies to the portable FLEX equipment described in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 (i.e., that equipment
that directly supports maintenance of the key safety functions). Other FLEX support equipment
only requires an N capability.
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Unlike 50.54(hh)(2), the intention of this guidance is to have permanent, installed connection
points for portable fluid and electrical equipment. The portable fluid connections for core and
SFP cooling functions are expected to have a primary and an alternate connection or delivery
point (e.g., the primary means to put water into the SFP may be to run a hose over the edge of
the pool). Electrical diversity can be accomplished by providing a primary and alternate method
to repower key equipment and instruments utilized in FLEX strategies. At a minimum, the
primary connection point should be an installed connection suitable for both the on-site and off-
site equipment. The secondary connection point may require reconfiguration (e.g., removal of
valve bonnets or breaker) if it can be shown that adequate time is available and adequate
resources are reasonably expected to be available to support the reconfiguration. Both the
primary and alternate connection points do not need to be available for all applicable hazards,
but the location of the connection points should provide reasonable assurance of at least one
connection being available. Appendices C and D provide more details on how this is to be
accomplished.
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Table 3-1
BWR FLEX Baseline Capability Summary

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability

Reactor Core Cooling * RCIC/HPCI/IC - Use of installed equipment for initial coping
C Depressurize RPV for Injection with - Primary and alternate connection points for portable pump
_' Portable Injection Source - Means to depressurize RPV

- Sustained Source of Water - Use of alternate water supply to support core heat removal
makeup

0_ Key Reactor Instrumentation - RPV Level • (Re-)Powered instruments
RPV Pressure - Other instruments for plant-specific strategies

Containment Pressure Control * Containment Venting or Alternative - Reliable, hardened vent (per EA-12-050 for Mk I and II) or
/Heat Removal Containment Heat Removal other capability.

E Containment Integrity • Hydrogen iqniters - Re-powering of hydrogen igniters with a portable power
." (BWR Mark III Containments suop/L

0
Key Containment • Containment Pressure * (Re-)Powered instruments
Instrumentation - Suppression Pool Temperature

- Suppression Pool Level

Spent Fuel Cooling * Makeup with Portable Injection - Makeup via hoses direct to pool
Source - Makeup via connection to SFP makeup piping or other

suitable means
0 • Spray via portable nozzles
0.U. SFP Instrumentation • SFP Level • Per EA 12-051
U)
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Table 3-2
PWR FLEX Baseline Capability Summary

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability

Reactor Core Cooling & Heat • AFW/EFW - Use of installed equipment for initial coping
Removal - Depressurize SG for Makeup with - Connection for portable pump to feed required SGs

Portable Injection Source * Use of alternate water supply to support core heat removal
- Sustained Source of Water

o• RCS Inventory Control - Low Leak RCP Seals or RCS makeup * Site choice on low-leak RCP seals or providing on-site RCS
.S required makeup capability
0 * All Plants Provide Means to Provide - Diverse makeup connections to RCS for long-term RCS
U Borated RCS Makeup makeup
0 - Source of borated water0
U *Letdown path if required

Key Reactor Instrumentation • SG Level - (Re-)Powered instruments
• SG Pressure
- RCS Pressure
- RCS Temperature

Containment Pressure - Containment Spray - Connection point on containment spray header for use
Control/Heat Removal with portable pump or alternate capability or analysis

4demonstrating that containment pressure control is not
challenged, e.g., MAAP analysis.

E
." Containment Integrity * Hydrocien igniters * Re-powering of hydrogen igniters with a portable power

(Ice Condenser Containments 5uplv.

Key Containment * Containment Pressure * (Re-)Powered instruments consistent
Instrumentation

Spent Fuel Cooling

C..E

U

* Makeup with Portable Injection
Source

" Makeup via hoses direct to pool
" Makeup via connection to SFP makeup piping or other

suitable means
" Spray via portable nozzles
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I SFP Instrumentation I • SFP Level I • Per EA 12-051 I
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3.3 CONSIDERATIONS IN UTILIZING OFF-SITE RESOURCES

Once the analysis determines the equipment requirements for extended coping, the licensee
should obtain the required on-site equipment and ensure appropriate arrangements are in place
to obtain the necessary off-site equipment including its deployment at the site in the time
required by the analysis.

The site will need to identify staging area(s) for receipt of the equipment and a means to
transport the off-site equipment to the deployment location.

It is expected that the licensee will ensure the off-site resource organization will be able to
provide the resources that will be necessary to support the extended coping duration. A list of
possible off-site equipment is provided in Section 12.

In addition, the licensee will need to ensure standard connectors for electrical and mechanical
equipment compatible with the site connections are provided.
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4.0 STEP 2: DETERMINE APPLICABLE EXTREME EXTERNAL HAZARDS

The design basis of U.S. nuclear power plants provides protection against a broad range of
extreme external hazards. However, it is possible to postulate BDB external hazards that
exceed the levels of current designs. In Section 3, a baseline coping capability scenario was
established for a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS. The nature of the specific BDBEE could,
however, contribute to and/or complicate the plant and off-site response.

The potential scope of these beyond-design-basis conditions makes it impossible to bound all
possible conditions. However, general risk insights from PRAs that have previously been
performed in the industry can inform the important scenarios even without a plant-specific PRA.

To this end, Appendix B provides an assessment of a broad spectrum of possible external
hazards as a means to organize and focus the site-specific assessment process on classes of
extreme external hazards. The purpose of this section is to identify the potential complicating
factors to the deployment of FLEX equipment for the baseline coping scenarios based on site-
specific vulnerabilities to BDBEEs. The strategies that result from this assessment are intended
to provide greater diversity and flexibility to cope with a wider range of potential damage
states. All possible scenarios are not intended to have the same rigorous analytical basis,
training, or step by step procedural implementation requirements of the baseline strategies as it
is not possible to postulate all of the possible scenarios.

4.1 SITE-SPECIFIC IDENTIFICATION OF APPLICABLE HAZARDS

This step of the process focuses on the identification and characterization of applicable BDBEEs
for each site. Identification involves determining whether the type of hazard applies to the site.
Characterization focuses on the likely nature of the challenge in terms of timing, severity, and
persistence.

As outlined in Appendix B, for the purposes of this effort, hazards have been grouped into five
classes to help further focus the assessment:

* Seismic events,
* External flooding,
* Storms such as hurricanes, high winds, and tornadoes,
* Snow and ice storms, and cold, and
" Extreme heat.

Table 4-1 provides a high-level summary of the types of challenges and potential challenges
presented by these five classes of hazards.

Table 4-2 provides a description of the general attributes that are used in assessing the
applicability of a class of hazards to a particular site. Further detail on these considerations is
provided in Sections 5 through 9.
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Table 4-1
Challenges Posed by External Hazards

Hazard Class Example Potential Site Threats Potential Considerations

Seismic e Loss of off-site power • No warning time
e Damage to non-robust electrical equipment • Widespread infrastructure damage
* Damage to non-robust flat bottom tanks • Diversion of national/state resources
a Flooding due to damage to on-site water

sources that are not seismically robust

External flooding e Loss of off-site power a Substantial warning time possible
* Inundation of plant structures e Possible long duration event
* Inundation of key equipment • Increased flow in groundwater e.g., streams
e Loss of intake/UHS • Widespread infrastructure impacts

* Diversion of national/state resources

Storms with High Winds e Loss of off-site power * Warning possible for some
(Hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.) e Loss of intake/UHS * Limited duration event

* Equipment performance issues * Widespread infrastructure impacts
* Diversion of national/state resources

Snow, Ice, Low • Loss of off-site power e Warning likely
Temperatures • Loss of intake/UHS * Limited duration event

* Equipment performance issues * Widespread infrastructure impacts

Extreme High Temperatures • Loss of off-site power • Warning likely
" Loss of intake/UHS • Limited duration event
• Equipment performance issues • Infrastructure impacts
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Table 4-2

Considerations in Assessing Applicability of External Hazards

Hazard Class Applicability Considerations

Seismic 9 All sites will consider seismic events

External flooding * Variability in design basis considerations
• Potential for large source floods at site
* Margin in current external flood design basis

Storms with High Winds * Coastal sites exposed to hurricanes/large storms
(Hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.) e Regional history with tornadoes

Snow, Ice, Low • Regional experience with extreme snow, ice, and low
Temperatures temperatures

Extreme High Temperatures e Regional experience with extreme high temperatures
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4.2 SITE-SPECIFIC CHARACTERIZATION OF HAZARD ATTRIBUTES

For those hazards considered applicable to a particular site, the focus is on the proper
consideration of the challenge presented. Sites will consider the beyond-design-basis hazard levels
for all applicable site hazards in order to evaluate impact of these hazards, as described in Sections
5 through 9, on the deployment of the strategies to meet the baseline coping capability. With the
potential impacts characterized, potential enhancements can be identified for each hazard that will
increase viability of strategy deployment for these extreme conditions. These enhancements can
take the form of changes to the equipment deployment strategy (e.g., relocation or addition of a
connection point to address flood conditions) or changes to the procedural implementation of the
strategies by incorporation into event response procedures (e.g., addition of FLEX preparatory
action to hurricane response procedures for hurricanes in excess of a certain level).

Characterization of a hazard for a site includes the following elements:

" Identification of the realistic response timeline for the applicable hazards, e.g., tornadoes
generally have very little warning to enable anticipatory plant response, whereas hurricanes
have considerable warning time,

* Characterization of the functional threats caused by the hazard, e.g., equipment that may
be inundated by a BDB external flood,

" Development of a plant strategy for responding to events with warning, e.g., procedure
changes to support anticipatory actions,

" Development of a plant strategy for responding to events without warning, e.g., response
actions that may be required to a particular hazard such as debris removal following a
tornado.
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5.0 STEP 2A: ASSESS SEISMIC IMPACT

Beyond-design-basis seismic events have been extensively studied in seismic margin
assessments (SMAs) and seismic PRAs (SPRAs). These studies have demonstrated that an
ELAP is a dominant contributor to seismic risk. These evaluations provide many insights that
can help guide the evaluation and enhancement of the baseline coping capability for BDB
seismic events.

5.1 RELATIONSHIP TO LOSS OF AC POWER & LOSS OF UHS

Beyond-design-basis seismic events are known to directly contribute to the risk from a
simultaneous ELAP and LUHS, depending on the site. In addition, severe seismic events can
present a challenge to both on-site and off-site resources relied upon for plant response.

Beyond-design-basis seismic evaluations (SMAs and SPRAs) consistently identify loss of off-site
power as an important contributor. The loss of off-site power is generally attributed to damage to
the grid and/or on-site power transmission equipment that is essentially unrecoverable in the near-
term. The next most likely failures observed in these evaluations involve failures of non-robust flat
bottom tanks, e.g., large storage tanks that are not seismically robust, and failures of electrical
equipment [Ref. 9].

Seismic events can also impact the availability of the UHS for sites that rely on a not seismically
robust downstream dam to contain water that is used as the source of water for the UHS.

These insights are used to inform the approach to consideration of seismically-induced challenges.

5.2 APPROACH TO SEISMICALLY-INDUCED CHALLENGES

All sites will address BDB seismic considerations in the implementation of FLEX strategies, as
described below. The basis for this is that, while some sites are in areas with lower seismic
activity, their design basis generally reflects that lower activity. There are large, and unavoidable,
uncertainties in the seismic hazard for all U.S. plants. In order to provide an increased level of
safety, the FLEX deployment strategy will address seismic hazards at all sites.

These considerations will be treated in four primary areas: protection of FLEX equipment,
deployment of FLEX equipment, procedural interfaces, and considerations in utilizing off-site
resources.

5.3 PROTECTION AND DEPLOYMENT OF FLEX STRATEGIES

5.3.1 Protection of FLEX Equipment

1. FLEX equipment should be stored in one or more of following three configurations:
a. In an existing safety r.lat.d structure- that meets the plant's design basis for the

designed f. r thc Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)(e.g., existing safety-related
structure), or
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b. In a structure designed to or evaluated equivalent to ASCE 7-10, Minimum Design
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures, or

c. Outside a structure and evaluated for seismic interactions to ensure equipment is
not damaged by non-seismically robust components or structures.

2. Large portable FLEX equipment such as pumps and power supplies should be secured as
appropriate to protect them during a seismic event (i.e., Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
level).

3. Stored equipment and structures should be evaluated and protected from seismic
interactions to ensure that unsecured and/or non-seismic components do not damage
the equipment.

5.3.2 Deplovment of FLEX Ecluigment

The baseline capability requirements already address loss of non-seismically robust equipment and
tanks as well as loss of all AC. So, these seismic considerations are implicitly addressed.

There are five considerations for the deployment of FLEX equipment following a seismic event:

1. If the equipment needs to be moved from a storage location to a different point for
deployment, the route to be traveled should be reviewed for potential soil liquefaction that
could impede movement following a severe seismic event.

2. At least one connection point of FLEX equipment will only require access through
seismically robust structures. This includes both the connection point and any areas that
plant operators will have to access to deploy or control the capability.

3. If the plant FLEX strategy relies on a water source that is not seismically robust, e.g., a
downstream dam, the deployment of FLEX coping capabilities should address how water
will be accessed. Most sites with this configuration have an underwater berm that retains a
needed volume of water. However, accessing this water may require new or different
equipment.

4. If power is required to move or deploy the equipment (e.g., to open the door from a
storage location), then power supplies should be provided as part of the FLEX deployment.

5. A means to move FLEX equipment should be provided that is also reasonably protected
from the event.

5.3.3 Procedural Interfaces

There are four procedural interface considerations that should be addressed.

1. Seismic studies have shown that even seismically qualified electrical equipment can be
affected by BDB seismic events. In order to address these considerations, each plant
should compile a reference source for the plant operators that provides approaches to
obtaining necessary instrument readings to support the implementation of the coping
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strategy (see Section 3.2.1.10). This reference source should include control room and
non-control room readouts and should also provide guidance on how and where to
measure key instrument readings at containment penetrations, where applicable, using a
portable instrument (e.g., a Fluke meter). Such a resource could be provided as an
attachment to the plant procedures/guidance. Guidance should include critical actions to
perform until alternate indications can be connected and on how to control critical
equipment without associated control power.

2. Consideration should be given to the impacts from large internal flooding sources that are
not seismically robust and do not require ac power (e.g., gravity drainage from lake or
cooling basins for non-safety related cooling water systems).

3. For sites that use ac power to mitigate ground water in critical locations, a strategy to
remove this water will be required.

4. Additional guidance may be required to address the deployment of FLEX for those plants
that could be impacted by failure of a not seismically robust downstream dam.

5.3.4 Considerations in Utilizinq Off-site Resources

Severe seismic events can have far-reaching effects on the infrastructure in and around a plant.
While nuclear power plants are designed for large seismic events, many parts of the Owner
Controlled Area and surrounding infrastructure (e.g., roads, bridges, dams, etc.) may be designed
to lesser standards. Obtaining off-site resources may require use of alternative transportation
(such as air-lift capability) that can overcome or circumvent damage to the existing local
infrastructure.

1. The FLEX strategies will need to assess the best means to obtain resources from off-site
following a seismic event.
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6.0 STEP 2B: ASSESS EXTERNAL FLOODING IMPACT

The potential challenge presented by external flooding is very site-specific and is a function of the
site layout, plant design, and potential external flooding hazards present. Typically, plant design
bases address the following hazards:

" Local intense precipitation
• Flooding from nearby rivers, lakes, and reservoirs
* High tides
" Seiche
" Hurricane and storm surge
• Tsunami events

There are large uncertainties in predicting the magnitude of beyond-design-basis flooding events.
Consequently, it is necessary to evaluate the FLEX deployment strategies for sites where there is
potential for such extreme flooding.

6.1 RELATIONSHIP TO LOSS OF AC POWER & LOSS OF UHS

A beyond-design-basis external flooding event can create a significant challenge to plant safety.
This could include the following:

" Loss of off-site power,
" Loss of UHS, and/or
* Impact safe shutdown equipment.

In addition, severe flooding events can present a challenge to both on-site and off-site
resources relied upon for coping.

6.2 APPROACH TO EXTERNAL FLOOD-INDUCED CHALLENGES

The evaluation of external flood-induced challenges has three parts. The first part is determining
whether the site is susceptible to external flooding. The second part is the characterization of the
applicable external flooding threat. The third part is the application of the flooding characterization
to the protection and deployment of FLEX strategies.

6.2.1 Susceptibility to External Flooding

Susceptibility to external flooding is based on whether the site is a "dry" site, i.e., the plant is built
above the design basis flood level (DBFL) [Ref. 10]. For sites that are not "dry", water intrusion is
prevented by barriers and there could be a potential for those barriers to be exceeded or
compromised. Such sites would include those that are kept "dry" by permanently installed
barriers, e.g., seawall, levees, etc., and those that install temporary barriers or rely on watertight
doors to keep the design basis flood from impacting safe shutdown equipment.
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Plants that are not dry sites will perform the next two steps of the flood-induced challenge
evaluation.

6.2.2 Characterization of the Applicable Flood Hazard

Most external flooding hazards differ from seismic and other events in that the event may provide
the plant with considerable warning time to take action and the flood condition may exist for a
considerable length of time. Table 6-1 summarizes some of these considerations for various flood
sources.

Table 6-1
Flood Warning and Persistence Considerations

Flood Source Warning Persistence

Regional precipitation (PMF) Days Many Hours to Months

Upstream dam failures Hours to Days Hours to Months

High tides Days Hours

Seiche None Short

Hurricane and storm surge Days Hours

Tsunami events Limited Short

Each site that has identified that external flooding is an applicable hazard should review the
current design basis flood analyses to determine which external floods are limiting. In general, a
site will have one flood source that has been identified as the far limiting condition, with respect to
DBFL. However, in some cases, there can be multiple sources that yield similar DBFLs, e.g.,
various river flood scenarios involving combinations of dam failures and other input conditions.
The limiting hazards should be characterized in terms of warning time, i.e., the time from when the
flood is known to present a threat to the plant and the time the flood level could exceed the design
protections, and persistence following the creation of a flood condition. Such information is
generally available in UFSARs and supporting analyses. It is not the intention to define precise
time windows, simply to gauge the timing so that plant response actions can be considered.

6.2.3 Protection and Deployment of FLEX Strategies

In view of the characterization of the applicable flood hazard, the site should consider means to
reasonably assure the success of deployment of FLEX strategies such as flood protection of FLEX
equipment, relocation of FLEX connection points, etc.

6.2.3.1 Protection of FLEX Equipment

These considerations apply to the protection of FLEX equipment from external flood hazards:
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1. The equipment should be stored in one or more of the following configurations:

a. Stored above the flood elevation from the most recent site flood analysis. The
evaluation to determine the elevation for storage should be informed by flood
analysis applicable to the site from early site permits, combined license applications,
and/or contiguous licensed sites.

b. Stored in a structure designed to protect the equipment from the flood.

c. FLEX equipment can be stored below flood level if time is available and plant
procedures/guidance address the needed actions to relocate the equipment. Based
on the timing of the limiting flood scenario(s), the FLEX equipment can be
relocated 2 to a position that is protected from the flood, either by barriers or by
elevation, prior to the arrival of the potentially damaging flood levels. This should
also consider the conditions on-site during the increasing flood levels and whether
movement of the FLEX equipment will be possible before potential inundation
occurs, not just the ultimate flood height.

2. Storage areas that are potentially impacted by a rapid rise of water should be avoided.

6.2.3.2 Deployment of FLEX Equipment

There are a number of considerations which apply to the deployment of FLEX equipment for
external flood hazards:

1. For external floods with warning time, the plant may not be at power. In fact, the plant
may have been shut down for a considerable time and the plant configuration could be
established to optimize FLEX deployment. For example, the portable pump could be
connected, tested, and readied for use prior to the arrival the critical flood level. Further,
protective actions can be taken to reduce the potential for flooding impacts, including
cooldown, borating the RCS, isolating accumulators, isolating RCP seal leak off, obtaining
dewatering pumps, creating temporary flood barriers, etc. These factors can be credited in
considering how the baseline capability is deployed.

2. As mcntiencd in 6.2.3.1, tlhe ability to move equipment and restock supplies may be
hampered during a flood, especially a flood with long persistence. Accommodations along
these lines may be necessary to support successful long-term FLEX deployment.

3, Depending on plant layout, the ultimate heat sink may be one of the first functions affected
by a flooding condition. Consequently, the deployment of the FLEX equipment should
address the effects of LUHS, as well as ELAP.

4, Portable pumps and power supplies will require fuel that would normally be obtained from
fuel oil storage tanks that could be inundated by the flood or above ground tanks that

2 Allowance for relocation is consistent with no concurrent independent events assumption per section 2.0

provided it is of limited duration.
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could be damaged by the flood. Steps should be considered to protect or provide alternate
sources of fuel oil for flood conditions. Potential flooding impacts on access and egress
should also be considered.

5. Connection points for portable equipment should be reviewed to ensure that they remain
viable for the flooded condition.

6, For plants that are limited by storm-driven flooding, such as Probable Maximum Surge or
Probable Maximum Hurricane (PMH), expected storm conditions should be considered in
evaluating the adequacy of the baseline deployment strategies.

7, Since installed sump pumps will not be available for dewatering due to the ELAP, plants
should consider the need to provide water extraction pumps capable of operating in an
ELAP and hoses for rejecting accumulated water for structures required for deployment of
FLEX strategies.

8. Plants relying on temporary flood barriers should assure that the storage location for
barriers and related material provides reasonable assurance that the barriers could be
deployed to provide the required protection.

9, A means to move FLEX equipment should be provided that is also reasonably protected
from the event.

6.2.3.3 Procedural Interfaces

The following procedural interface considerations that should be addressed.

1, Many sites have external flooding procedures. The actions necessary to support the
deployment considerations identified above should be incorporated into those procedures.

2. Additional guidance may be required to address the deployment of FLEX for flooded
conditions (i.e., connection points may be different for flooded vs. non-flooded conditions).

3, FLEX guidance should describe the deployment of temporary flood barriers and extraction
pumps necessary to support FLEX deployment.

6.2.3.4 Considerations in Utilizing Off-site Resources

Extreme external floods can have regional impacts that could have a significant impact on the
transportation of off-site resources.

1, Sites should review site access routes to determine the best means to obtain resources
from off-site following a flood.

2. Sites impacted by persistent floods should consider where equipment delivered from off-
site could be staged for use on-site.
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7.0 STEP 2C: ASSESS IMPACT OF SEVERE STORMS WITH HIGH WINDS

The potential challenge presented by severe storm with high winds can be very site-specific and is
a function of the site layout, plant design, and potential high wind hazards present. Typically,
plant design bases address the following hazards:

* Hurricanes
* Extreme straight winds
" Tornadoes and tornado missiles

While extreme straight winds can present a challenge to off-site power supplies, these
conditions are not judged to be significant factors in contributing to a simultaneous ELAP and
LUHS and will not be further considered in this guidance.

7.1 RELATIONSHIP TO LOSS OF AC POWER & LOSS OF UHS

A beyond-design-basis high wind event can create a significant challenge to plant safety. This
could include the following:

* Loss of off-site power,
* Loss of UHS, and/or
* Impact safe shutdown equipment.

In addition, high wind events can present a challenge to both on-site and off-site resources desired
to assist in plant response. However, while the damage from hurricanes can be quite widespread,
the damage from tornadoes is generally relatively localized, even for extreme tornadoes.

7.2 APPROACH TO HIGH WIND CHALLENGES

The evaluation of high wind-induced challenges has three parts. The first part is determining
whether the site is potentially susceptible to different high wind conditions. The second part is the
characterization of the applicable high wind threat. The third part is the application of the high
wind threat characterization to the protection and deployment of FLEX strategies.

7.2.1 Applicability of High Wind Conditions

A screening process is used to identify whether a site should address high wind hazards as a result
of hurricanes and tornadoes.

Hurricanes are extremely uncommon on the West Coast of the U.S. Furthermore, even in regions
like the Gulf, Southeast and Northeast where hurricanes do occur, the high winds from hurricanes
are generally only within some distance from the coast. Figure 7-1 provides contours for hurricane
wind speeds expected to occur at a rate of 1 in 1 million chance of per year. These maps can be
used to guide the identification of sites with the potential to experience severe winds from
hurricanes based on winds exceeding 130 mph.
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Figure 7-1

Contours of Peak-Gust Wind Speeds at 10-m Height in
Flat Open Terrain, Annual Exceedance Probability of 10-6 [Figure 3-1 of Ref. 13]
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For considering the applicability of tornadoes to specific sites, data from the NRC's latest tornado
hazard study, NUREG/CR-4461, is used. Tornadoes with the capacity to do significant damage are
generally considered to be those with winds above 130 mph. Figure 7-2 provides a map of the
U.S. in 2 degree latitude/longitude blocks that shows the tornado wind speed expected to occur at
a rate of 1 in 1 million chance of per year. This clearly bounding assumption allows selection of
plants that are identified in blocks with tornado wind speeds greater than 130 mph. All other
plants need not address tornado hazards impacting FLEX deployment.

Each site should use the information in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 to determine whether the site needs to
address storms involving high winds. In general, plants west of the Rockies will be screened out,
but most other sites will have to address at least tornadoes.

7.2.2 Characterization of the Applicable High Wind Hazard

The characterization of hurricanes includes the fact that significant notice will be available in the
event a severe hurricane will impact a site. This can allow plants to pre-stage FLEX equipment for
the most severe storms. Hurricanes can also have a significant impact on local infrastructure, e.g.,
downed trees and flooding, that should be considered in the interface with off-site resources.

The characterization of tornadoes is such that pre-staging of equipment in advance is not likely to
be effective. However, the impact on the local infrastructure is much more limited than hurricanes
and largely limited to debris dispersal.

7.3 PROTECTION AND DEPLOYMENT OF FLEX STRATEGIES

7.3.1 Protection of FLEX EquiDment

These considerations apply to the protection of FLEX equipment from high wind hazards:

1. For plants exposed to high wind hazards, FLEX equipment should be stored in one of the
following configurations:

a. In a structure that meets the plant's design basis afettrucur dsig-d
for high wind hazards (e.g., existing safety-related structure).

b. In storage locations designed to or evaluated equivalent to ASCE 7-10, Minimum
Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures given the limiting tornado wind
speeds from Regulatory Guide 1.76 or design basis hurricane wind speeds for the
site.

Given the FLEX basis limiting tornado or hurricane wind speeds, building
loads would be computed in accordance with requirements of ASCE 7-
10. Acceptance criteria would be based on building serviceability
requirements not strict compliance with stress or capacity limits. This
would allow for some minor plastic deformation, yet assure that the
building would remain functional.
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Tornado missiles and hurricane missiles will be accounted for in that the
FLEX equipment will be stored in diverse locations to provide reasonable
assurance that N sets of FLEX equipment will remain deployable following
the high wind event. This will consider locations adjacent to existing
robust structures or in lower sections of buildings that minimizes the
probability that missiles will damage all mitigation equipment required
from a single event by protection from adjacent buildings and limiting
pathways for missiles to damage equipment.

" The axis of separation should consider the predominant path of tornados
in the geographical location. In general, tornadoes travel from the West
or West Southwesterly direction, diverse locations should be aligned in
the North-South arrangement, where possible. Additionally, in selecting
diverse FLEX storage locations, consideration should be given to the
location of the diesel generators and switchyard such that the path of a
single tornado would not impact all locations.

" Stored mitigation equipment exposed to the wind should be adequately
tied down. Loose equipment should be in protective boxes that are
adequately tied down to foundations or slabs to prevent protected
equipment from being damaged or becoming airborne. (During a
tornado, high winds may blow away metal siding and metal deck roof,
subjecting the equipment to high wind forces.)

c. In evaluated storage locations separated by a sufficient distance that minimizes
the probability that a single event would damage all FLEX mitigation equipment
such that at least N sets of FLEX equipment would remain deployable following
the high wind event. (This option is not applicable for hurricane conditions).

" Consistent with configuration b., the axis of separation should consider
the predominant path of tornados in the geographical location.

" Consistent with configuration b., stored mitigation equipment should be
adequately tied down.
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Figure 7-2

Recommended Tornado Design Wind Speeds
for the 10-6 /yr Probability Level [Ref. 14]
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7.3.2 Deployment of FLEX Equipment

There are a number of considerations which apply to the deployment of FLEX equipment for high
wind hazards:

1. For hurricane plants, the plant may not be at power prior to the simultaneous ELAP and
LUHS condition. In fact, the plant may have been shut down and the plant configuration
could be established to optimize FLEX deployment. For example, the portable pumps could
be connected, tested, and readied for use prior to the arrival of the hurricane. Further,
protective actions can be taken to reduce the potential for wind impacts. These factors can
be credited in considering how the baseline capability is deployed.

2. The ultimate heat sink may be one of the first functions affected by a hurricane due to
debris and storm surge considerations. Consequently, the evaluation should address the
effects of ELAP/LUHS, along with any other equipment that would be damaged by the
postulated storm.

3. Deployment of FLEX following a hurricane or tornado may involve the need to remove
debris. Consequently, the capability to remove debris caused by these extreme wind
storms should be included.

4. A means to move FLEX equipment should be provided that is also reasonably protected
from the event.

4-.5. The ability to move equipment and restock supplies may be hampered during a
hurricane and should be considered in glans for deployment of FLEX equipment.

7.3.3 Procedural Interfaces

The overall plant response strategy should be enveloped by the baseline capabilities , but
procedural interfaces may need to be considered. For example, many sites have hurricane
procedures. The actions necessary to support the deployment considerations identified above
should be incorporated into those procedures.

7.3.4 Considerations in Utilizing Off-site Resources

Extreme storms with high winds can have regional impacts that could have a significant impact on
the transportation of off-site resources.

1. Sites should review site access routes to determine the best means to obtain resources
from off-site following a hurricane.

2. Sites impacted by storms with high winds should consider where equipment delivered from
off-site could be staged for use on-site.
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8.0 STEP 2D: ASSESS IMPACT OF SNOW, ICE AND EXTREME COLD

The potential challenge presented by snow, ice and extreme cold can be very site-specific and is a
function of the site layout, plant design, and regional weather hazards present. Typically, plant
design bases address snow from the perspective of building roof loadings and ice and extreme cold
temperatures from the perspective of potential impacts on the intake structure and safety-related
equipment.

This general category of snow, ice and extreme low temperatures includes the following
hazards:

" Avalanche
• Frost
" Ice cover
* Frazil ice
" Snow

.Extreme low temperatures

Extreme low temperatures may also present challenges and could follow a significant snow/ice
storm such that a combination of significant snowfall, ice, and extreme cold cannot be ruled
out.

This set of hazards presents more of a challenge to the deployment of the FLEX equipment than
the other aspects of the evaluation.

8.1 RELATIONSHIP TO LOSS OF AC POWER & LOSS OF UHS

Snow and ice storms and extreme low temperatures can present a challenge to both off-site
power and on-site capabilities, e.g., intake structures. Depending on the plant design, these
may be contributors to a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS, e.g., loss of off-site power with loss of
cooling water due to extreme cold and frazil ice formation,. In addition, if applicable, such
storms could impact deployment of both on-site and off-site coping resources.

8.2 APPROACH TO SNOW, ICE, AND EXTREME COLD CHALLENGES

Snow, ice, and extreme cold can, in principle, occur at any site. However, for the purposes of this
guideline, we are interested in extreme events that could impede or prevent the deployment of the
baseline FLEX capability.

8.2.1 Applicability of Snow, Ice, and Extreme Cold

All sites should consider the temperature ranges and weather conditions for their site in storing
and deploying their FLEX equipment. That is, the equipment procured should be suitable for use
in the anticipated range of conditions for the site, consistent with normal design practices.
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In general, the southern parts of the U.S. do not experience snow, ice, and extreme cold.
However, it is possible at most sites, except sites in Southern California, Arizona, the Gulf Coast,
and Florida, to experience such conditions. Consequently, all other sites are expected to address
FLEX deployment for these conditions.

The map in Figure 8-1 provides a visual representation of the maximum three day snowfall records
across the U.S, with Red being max, Blue, Purple, and Pink being significant, and Green, Yellow,
and White being low accumulations. The Green dots represent a record that is approximately 6
inches accumulation over three days. Such snowfalls are unlikely to present a significant problem
for deployment of FLEX. This region is generally below the 35 th parallel. Thus, excluding plants in
Arizona and Southern California, plants above the 3 5 th parallel should provide the capability to
address the impedances caused by extreme snowfall with snow removal equipment.

It will be assumed that this same basic trend applies to extreme low temperatures.

Figure 8-1

Record 3 Day Snowfalls [Ref. 15]

Applicability of ice storms is based on a database developed by EPRI for the United States [Ref.
16]. The database summarized ice storms that occurred in any area of the United States from
1959 to April 1995. Regional ice severity, ice event, and maximum level maps were generated
based on the information in the ice storm database. Specifically, one set of maps developed by
EPRI characterizes the expected maximum severity of ice storms across the U.S. Figure 8-2
collects the EPRI data. The white and green regions (Levels 1 and 2) identify regions that are
not susceptible to severe ice storms that may impact the availability of off-site power. Sites in
all other regions (i.e., yellow, purple and red) should consider ice storm impacts on their FLEX
strategies, as outlined in Sections 8.3.1 through 8.3.4.
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Figure 8-2

Maximum Ice Storm Severity Maps [Ref. 16]

Ice Severity
- Level 5
-Level 4
- Level 3
- Level 2

=- - Level 1

Level 5 - Catastrophic destruction to power lines and/or existence
of extreme amount of ice

Level 4 - Severe damage to power lines and/or existence of large
amount of ice

Level 3 - Low to medium damage to power lines and/or existence
of considerable amount of ice

Level 2 - Existence of small amount of ice
Level 1 - No ice

8.2.2 Characterization of the Applicable Snow, Ice, and Low Temperature Hazard

In this case, sites that should address snow, ice and low temperatures should consider the impacts
of these conditions on the storage and deployment of the FLEX equipment.

8.3 PROTECTION AND DEPLOYMENT OF FLEX EQUIPMENT

8.3.1 Protection of FLEX Equipment

These considerations apply to the protection of FLEX equipment from snow, ice, and extreme
cold hazards:

1. For sites subject to significant snowfall and ice storms, portable FLEX equipment should be
stored in one of two configurations:

a. In a structure that meets the plant's design basis for the snow, ice and cold
conditions (e.g., existing safety-related structure •' .•,•.e-4 r f.
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b. In a structure designed to or evaluated equivalent to ASCE 7-10, Minimum Design
Loads for Buildings and Other Structures for the snow, ice, and cold conditions
from the site's design basis.

c. Provided the N FLEX equipment is located as described in a. or b. above, the N+1
equipment may be stored in an evaluated storage location built to a state c.de
capable of withstanding historical extreme weather conditions and the equipment is
deployable.

2. Storage of FLEX equipment should account for the fact that the equipment will need to
function in a timely manner. The equipment should be maintained at a temperature within
a range to ensure its likely function when called upon. For example, by storage in a heated
enclosure or by direct heating (e.g., jacket water, battery, engine block heater, etc.).

8.3.2 Deployment of FLEX Equipment

There are a number of considerations that apply to the deployment of FLEX equipment for snow,
ice, and extreme cold hazards:

1. The FLEX equipment should be procured to function in the extreme conditions applicable to
the site. Normal safety-related design limits for outside conditions may be used, but
consideration should also be made for any manual operations required by plant personnel
in such conditions.

2. For sites exposed to extreme snowfall and ice storms, provision should be made for
snow/ice removal, as needed to obtain and transport FLEX equipment from storage to its
location for deployment.

3. For some sites, the ultimate heat sink and flow path may be affected by extreme low
temperatures due to ice blockage or formation of frazil ice. Consequently, the evaluation
should address the effects of such a loss of UHS on the deployment of FLEX equipment.
For example, if UHS water is to be used as a makeup source, some additional measures
may need to be taken to assure that the FLEX equipment can utilize the water.

8.3.3 Procedural Interfaces

The only procedural enhancements that would be expected to apply involve addressing the effects
of snow and ice on transport the FLEX equipment. This includes both access to the transport path,
e.g., snow removal, and appropriately equipped vehicles for moving the equipment.

8.3.4 Considerations in Utilizinq Off-site Resources

Severe snow and ice storms can affect site access and can impact staging areas for receipt of off-
site materials and equipment.
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9.0 STEP 2E: ASSESS IMPACT OF HIGH TEMPERATURES

The potential challenge presented by extreme high temperatures can be very site-specific and is
a function of the site layout, plant design, and regional weather hazards present. Extreme
temperatures can present a challenge to both off-site power (e.g., grid issues) and on-site
capabilities (e.g., inadequate DG cooling). However, such conditions would not be expected to
impact deployment of on-site and off-site coping resources.

9.1 RELATIONSHIP TO LOSS OF AC POWER & LOSS OF UHS

Extreme high temperatures can present a challenge to both off-site power and on-site
capabilities by stressing the grid and making cooling systems, such as the UHS, less effective
due to high water temperatures.

9.2 APPROACH TO EXTREME HIGH TEMPERATURE CHALLENGES

All sites will address high temperatures. Virtually every state in the lower 48 contiguous United
States has experienced temperatures in excess of 1100F. Many states have experienced
temperatures in excess of 120'F.

In this case, sites should consider the impacts of these conditions on deployment of the FLEX
equipment.

9.3 PROTECTION AND DEPLOYMENT OF FLEX EQUIPMENT

9.3.1 Protection of FLEX Equipment

The equipment should be maintained at a temperature within a range to ensure its likely function
when called upon.

9.3.2 Deployment of FLEX Equipment

The FLEX equipment should be procured to function, including the need to move the equipment, in
the extreme conditions applicable to the site. The potential impact of high temperatures on the
storage of equipment should also be considered, e.g., expansion of sheet metal, swollen door
seals, etc. Normal safety-related design limits for outside conditions may be used, but
consideration should also be made for any manual operations required by plant personnel in such
conditions.

9.3.3 Procedural Interfaces

The only procedural enhancements that would be expected to apply involve addressing the effects
of high temperatures on the FLEX equipment.

9.3.4 Considerations in Utilizing Off-site Resources

Extreme high temperatures are not expected to impact the utilization of off-site resources.
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10.0 STEP 3: DEFINE SITE-SPECIFIC FLEX CAPABILITIES

10.1 AGGREGATION OF FLEX STRATEGIES

This step involves the consideration of the aggregate set of on-site and off-site resource
considerations for the hazards that are applicable to the site. That is, the site should aggregate
all of the considerations related to:

* Protection of FLEX equipment,
* Deployment of FLEX equipment,
" Procedural interfaces, and
" Utilization of off-site resources

In order to establish the best overall strategy for the storage and deployment of FLEX
capabilities over a broad set of beyond-design-basis conditions an aggregated assessment is
needed of the site-specific considerations identified for the applicable hazards.

Provision of at least N+1 sets of portable on-site equipment stored in diverse locations or in
structures designed to reasonably protect from applicable BDBEEs is essential to provide
reasonable assurance that N sets of FLEX equipment will remain deployable to assure success
of the FLEX strategies. Procedures and guidance to support deployment and implementation
including interfaces to EOPs, special event procedures, abnormal event procedures, and system
operating procedures, will be coordinated within the site procedural framework.

10.2 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Details to be developed in the future.
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11.0 PROGRAMMATIC CONTROLS

This section summarizes the programmatic controls that are to be considered in the
implementation of the plant-specific FLEX strategies.

11.1 QUALITY ATTRIBUTES

Equipment associated with these strategies will be procured as commercial equipment with
design, storage, maintenance, testing, and configuration control as outlined in this section. If
the equipment is credited for other functions (e.g., fire protection), then the quality attributes
of the other functions apply.

11.2 EQUIPMENT DESIGN

1. Design requirements and supporting analysis should be developed for portable
equipment that directly performs a FLEX mitigation strategy for core, containment, and
SFP that provides the inputs, assumptions, and documented 3 analysis that the mitigation
strategy and support equipment will perform as intended. This documentation should
be auditable, consistent with generally accepted engineering principles and practices,
and controlled within the configuration document control system.

a. The basis for designed flow reguirements should consider the following factors:

i. Pump design output performance (flow/pressure) characteristics.

ii. Line losses due to hose size, coupling size, hose length, and existing
piping systems.

iii. Head losses due to elevation changes, especially for spray strategies.

iv. Back pressure when injecting into closed/pressurized spaces (e.g.,
containment, steam generators).

v. Capacity and availability of the suction sources needs to be considered
given the specific external initiating events (condensate storage tank
(CST)/refueling water storage tank (RWST)/circulating water basin/fire
main/city water supply/lake/river, etc.) to provide an adeguate supply for
the pumps (fire engines, portable pumps, fire protection system pumps,
etc.).

vi. Potential detrimental impact on water supply source or output pressure
when using the same source or permanently installed pump(s) for
makeup for multiple simultaneous strategies.

vii. Availability of sufficient supply of fuel onsite to operate diesel powered

pumps for the reguired period of time.

3 FLEX documentation should be auditable but do not require Appendix B qualification. Manufacturer's

information may be used in establishing the basis for the equipment use.
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viii. Availability of an adequate and reliable source of electrical power to
operate electric powered pumps for the required period of time.

ix. Potential clogggin of strainers, pumps. valves or hoses from debris or ice
when using rivers, lakes, ocean or cooling tower basins as a water

4-2. Portable towable equipment that is designed for over the road transport typically
used in construction/remote sites are deemed sufficiently rugged to function following a
BDB seismic event.

_____Note that the functionality of the equipment may be outside the manufacturer's
specifications if justified in a documented engineering evaluation.

3A4. It is desirable for diverse mitigation equipment to be commonly available (e.g.
commercial equipment) such that parts and replacements can be readily obtained.

11.3 EQUIPMENT STORAGE

1. Detailed guidance for selecting suitable storage locations that provide reasonable
protection during specific external events is provided in Sections 5 through 9.

2. A technical basis should be developed for equipment storage for portable equipment
that directly performs a FLEX mitigation strategy for core, containment, and SFP that
provides the inputs, assumptions, and documented 2 basis that the mitigation strategy
and support equipment will be reasonably protected from applicable external events
such that the equipment could be operated in place, if applicable, or moved to its
deployment locations. This basis should be auditable, consistent with generally
accepted engineering principles, and controlled within the configuration document
control system.

3. FLEX mitigation equipment should be stored in a location or locations4 informed by
evaluations performed per Sections 5 through 9 such that no one external event can
reasonably fail the site FLEX capability (N).

4. Different FLEX equipment can be credited for independent events.

5. Consideration should be given to the transport from the storage area following the
external event recognizing that external events can result in obstacles restricting normal
pathways for movement.

6. If FLEX equipment is permanently staged such that it minimizes the time delay and
burden of hook-up following an external event, then the equipment should be evaluated
to not have an adverse effect on existing SSCs and the primary connection point should

4 Location or locations may include areas outside the owner controlled area provided equipment can be relocated
in time to meet FLEX strategy requirements.
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be as close to the intended point of supply as possible, e.g., a staged power supply to
recharge batteries should be connected as close to the battery charger as practicable to
maintain diversity and minimize the reliance on other installed equipment.t-PbFXL
equipment is pe..nanenty staged su.h that it minimizes the tfme delay and burden oE
hook up fellowinig an externial evenit, then the equipmfent should be evaluated to not
have an adverse effect oni cxistinig SSCs-.

7. FLEX equipment should be stored and maintained in a manner that is consistent with
assuring that it does not degrade over long periods of storage and that it is accessible
for periodic maintenance and testing.

8. If 50.54(hh)(2) equipment is credited in the FLEX mitigating strategies, it should meet
the above storage requirements in addition to the 50.54(hh)(2) requirements.

9. If debris removal equipment is needed, it should be reasonably protected from the
applicable external events such that it is likely to remain functional and deployable to
the FLEX equipment locations if such equipment is needed to clear obstructions from the
pathway between the FLEX equipment's storage location and its deployment location(s).

10. Removal of the FLEX equipment or credited debris removal equipment from storage
locations should not depend on off-site power or on-site emergency ac power (e.g., to
operate roll up doors, lifts, elevators, etc.).

11.4 PROCEDURE GUIDANCE

11.4.1 Objectives

The purpose of this section is to describe the procedural approach for the implementation of
diverse and flexible (FLEX) strategies. This approach includes appropriate interfaces between the
various accident mitigation procedures so that overall strategies are coherent and comprehensive.
This approach is intended to provide guidance for responding to BDBEE events while minimizing
the need for invoking 50.54 (x).

1. FLEX Support Guidelines (FSG) will provide available, pre-planned FLEX strategies for
accomplishing specific tasks. FSG will support EOP, EDMG, and SAMG strategies.

2. Clear criteria for entry into FSG will ensure that FLEX strategies are used only as directed
for BDBEE conditions, and are not used inappropriately in lieu of existing procedures.

3. FLEX strategies in the FSG will be evaluated for integration with the appropriate existing
procedures. As such, FLEX strategies will be implemented in such a way as to not violate
the basis of existing procedures.

4. When FLEX equipment is needed to supplement EOP/AOP strategies, the EOP/AOP will
direct the entry into and exit from, the appropriate FSG procedure.
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5, FSG will be used to supplement (not replace) the existing procedure structure that
establish command and control for the event (e.g. AOP, EOP, EDMG, SAMG).

6, The existing command and control procedure structure will be used to transition to SAMGs
if FLEX mitigation strategies are not successful.

7. If plant systems are restored, exiting the FSGs and returning to the normal plant operating
procedures will be addressed by the plant's emergency response organization and
operating staff dependent on the actual plant conditions at the time.

11.4.2 Operatinq Procedure Hierarchy

1. The existing hierarchy for operating plant procedures remains relatively unchanged with
the following exceptions:

a. A new group of FSG for implementation of FLEX strategies will be created.
b. Existing AOP and EOPs will be revised to the extent necessary to include

appropriate portions or reference to FSG.

2. Where FLEX strategies rely on permanently installed equipment, changes may be required
to AOPs and EOPs.

3. Transition from the current procedure structure to the modified procedure structure that
incorporates the FLEX strategies is illustrated in Figure 11-1.

11.4.3 Development Guidance for FSGs

The inability to predict actual plant conditions that require the use of FLEX equipment makes it
impossible to provide specific procedural guidance. As such, the FSG will provide guidance that
can be employed for a variety of conditions.

1. FSG should be reviewed and validated by the involved groups to the extent necessary to
ensure the strategy is feasible. Validation may be accomplished via walk-throughs or drills7
exer-.ise, or walk.( thrug.ts of the guidelines.

2. FSGs will be controlled under the site procedure control program.

11.4.4 Reoulatory Screening/Evaluation

NEI 96-07, revision 1, and NEI 97-04, revision 1 should be used to evaluate the changes to
existing procedures as well as to the FSG to determine the need for prior NRC approval.
Changes to procedures (EOPs or FSGs) that perform actions in response events that exceed a
site's design basis should, per the guidance and examples provided in NEI 96-07, Rev. 1, screen
out. Therefore, procedure steps which recognize the beyond-design-basis ELAP/LUHS has
occurred and which direct actions to ensure core cooling, SFP cooling, or containment integrity
should not require prior NRC approval.
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Figure 11-1

(a) Existing View of Typical Operating Procedure Hierarchy
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(b) Future View of Typical Operating Procedure Hierarchy
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Notes:
" The central column represents the procedure set that is in "command and control" of plant functions

dependent upon plant conditions, shown in sequence of severity (e.g. risk to protection of the core).
EDMG/B5b Guidelines currently establish a separate command and control that is not recognized by the
EOPs and SAMGs.

" Clear entry conditions and transitions exist between procedure sets as severity increases exist. Note that
there may be some overlap on an Owner's Group specific basis where some AOPs, Alarm response and
Normal plant procedures may be used to support each other or support the EOPs. However, there will
be a clear controlling procedure in effect.

" Support procedures and FSGs are used to support the execution of plant strategies as shown, without
exiting the controlling procedure. The double arrows mean that you may pull a specific strategy from
the support procedure set without leaving the procedure in effect. Note, not all sites have AOPs that
would refer to FSGs. Interface with SAMGs and EDMGs (dotted arrows) are not within the scope of this
guide.

" FSGs would be similar in intent as the current 50.54(hh)(2) guides. The future EDMG may rely upon
FSGs.

• The heavy line between EOPs and SAMGs represents the procedure transition due to imminent core
damage or damage to SFP fuel.
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11.5 MAINTENANCE AND TESTING

1. FLEX mitigation equipment should be initially tested or other reasonable means used to
verify performance conforms to the limiting FLEX requirements. Validation of source
manufacturer quality is not required.

2. Portable equipment that directly performs a FLEX mitigation strategy for the core,
containment, afo_-or SFP should be subject to maintenance and testing5 guidance
provided in INPO AP 913, Equipment Reliability Process, to verify proper function. The
maintenance program should ensure that the FLEX equipment reliability is being
achieved. Standard industry templates (e.g., EPRI) and associated bases will be
developed to define specific maintenance and testing including the followingThe
following sholld be inluded in the mainten|ane fpfrgram:

a. Periodic testing and frequency should be determined by an engineerg
evaluatien based on equipment type and expected use. Testing, i• -pe4.FF.ed 7
should be done to verify design requirements and/or basis. The basis should be
documented and deviations from vendor recommendations and applicable
standards (e.g., NFPA for fire h.se and potable pum.ps) should be justified.

b. Preventive maintenance should be determined by an engineering evaluati. n
based on equipment type and expected use. The basis should be documented
and deviations from vendor recommendations and applicable standards 0e-.,
NFPA for fire hose and prable, pum.ps) should be justified).

c. Existing work control processes may be used to control maintenance and testing.
(e.g., PM Program, Surveillance Program, Vendor Contracts, work orders).

3. The unavailability of .e.able equipment and applicable connections that directly
performs a FLEX mitigation strategy for core, containment, and SFP should be managed
such that risk to mitigating strategy capability is minimized.

a. The unavailability of installed plant equipment is controlled by existing plant
processes such as the Technical Specifications. When installed plant eguipment
which supports FLEX strategies becomes unavailable, then the FLEX strategy
affected by this unavailability does not need to be maintained during the
unavailability.

a-b. Portable eEquipment may be unavailable for 90 days provided that the
site FLEX capability (N) is available.

b-c.cConnections to permanent equipment required for FLEX strategies can be
unavailable for 90 days provided alternate capabilities remain functional.

&d.Portable eEquipment that is expected to be unavailable for more than 90 days or
expected to be unavailable during forecast site specific external events (e.g.,
hurricane) should be supplemented with alternate suitable equipment.

d-e. The short duration of equipment unavailability, discussed above, does not
constitute a loss of reasonable protection from a diverse storage location
protection strategy perspective.

ezf. If portable equipment becomes unavailable such that the site FLEX capability (N)
is not maintained, initiate actions within 24 hours to restore the site FLEX

Testing includes surveillances, inspections, etc.
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capability (N) and implement compensatory measures (e.g., use of alternate
suitable equipment or supplemental personnel) within 72 hours.

11.6 TRAINING

1. Programs and controls should be established to assure personnel proficiency in the
mitigation of beyond-design-basis events is developed and maintained. These programs
and controls should be implemented in accordance with an accepted training process6.

2. Periodic training should be provided to site emergency response leaders 7 on beyond
design-basis emergency response strategies and implementing guidelines. Operator
training for beyond-design-basis event accident mitigation should not be given undue
weight in comparison with other training requirements. The testing/evaluation of
Operator knowledge and skills in this area should be similarly weighted.

3. Personnel assigned to direct the execution of mitigation strategies for beyond design-
basis events will receive necessary training to ensure familiarity with the associated
tasks, considering available job aids, instructions, and mitigating strategy time
constraints.

4. "ANSI/ANS 3.5, Nuclear Power Plant Simulators for use in Operator Training"
certification of simulator fidelity (if used) is considered to be sufficient for the initial
stages of the beyond-design-basis external event scenario until the current capability of
the simulator model is exceeded. Full scope simulator models will not be upgraded to
accommodate FLEX exerdsestraining or drills.

5. Where appropriate.. tThe integrated FLEX drills and ex•..is. s n•• d toshould be
organized on a team or crew basis and conducted periodically; with all time-sensitive
actions to be evaluated over a period of not more than eight years. It is not the intent
to connect to or operate permanently installed equipment during these drills and
demonstrations.

11.7 STAFFING

1. On-site staff are at site administrative minimum shift staffing levels, (minimum staffing
may include additional staffing that is procedurally brought on site in advance of a
predicted external event, e.g., hurricane).

2. No independent, concurrent events, e.g., no active security threat, and

3. All personnel on-site are available to support site response.

6 The Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) is recommended.
7 Emergency response leaders are those utility emergency response personnel assigned leadership roles, as
defined by the Emergency Plan, for managing emergency response to design-basis and beyond-design basis plant
emergencies.
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11.8 CONFIGURATION CONTROL

1. The FLEX strategies and basis will be maintained in an overall program document. This
program document will also contain a historical record of previous strategies and the
basis for changes. The document will also contain the basis for the ongoing maintenance
and testing programs chosen for the FLEX equipment.

2. Existing plant configuration control procedures will be modified to ensure that changes
to the plant design, physical plant layout, roads, buildings, and miscellaneous structures
will not adversely impact the approved FLEX strategies.

3. Changes to FLEX strategies may be made without prior NRC approval provided:
a. The revised FLEX strategy meets the requirements of this guideline, and
b. An engineering basis is documented that ensures that the change in FLEX

strategy continues to ensure the key safety functions (core and SFP cooling,
containment integrity) are met. -
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12.0 OFF-SITE RESOURCES

12.1 SYNCHRONIZATION WITH OFF-SITE RESOURCES

The timely provision of effective off-site resources will need to be coordinated by the site and
will depend on the plant-specific analysis and strategies for coping with the effects of the
beyond-design-basis external event. Arrangements will need to be established by each site
addressing the scope of equipment that will be required for the off-site phase, as well as the
maintenance and delivery provisions for such equipment.

As previously noted, the underlying strategies for coping with these events involve a three
phase approach:

1) Initially cope by relying on installed plant equipment
2) Transition from installed plant equipment to on-site FLEX equipment
3) Obtain additional capability and redundancy from off-site equipment until power, water,

and coolant injection systems are restored or commissioned.

The plant-specific analyses previously described in this document will determine the duration of
each phase. Justification for the duration of each phase should address the on-site availability
of equipment, the resources necessary to deploy the equipment consistent with the required
timeline, anticipated site conditions following the beyond-design-basis external event, and the
ability of the off-site supplier and local infrastructure to enable delivery of equipment and
resources from off-site.

On-site resources will be used to cope with the first two phases of the casualty for, typically,
the first 24 hours of the event with sufficient overlap to allow for the deployment of the off-site
equipment. The goal for initial delivery of off-site equipment is 24 hours (equipment needed
to back up on-site equipment and extend the coping duration).

Site procedures for Phase 3 implementation should address early notification to mobilize the off-
site response, establishment of a point of delivery for the off-site equipment, arrangements for
delivery and deployment at the site, and sufficient supplies of commodities to support the
equipment and site personnel.

Table 12-1 provides a sample list of the equipment expected to be provided to each site from
off-site within 24 hours. The actual list will be specified by each site as part of the site-specific
analysis.

Subsequently, additional equipment and commodities are intended to be made available as
often as needed to support an indefinite coping capability. The list of this equipment and
commodities will also be developed-by the site from the site-specific analysis. Table 12-2
provides a potential list of the additional equipment that may be considered.

12.2 MINIMUM CAPABILITIES OF OFF-SITE RESOURCES

Each site will establish a means to ensure the necessary resources will be available from off-
site. Considerations that should be included in establishing this capability include:
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1) A capability to obtain equipment and commodities to sustain and backup the site's coping

strategies.

2) Off-site equipment procurement, maintenance, testing, calibration, storage and control.

3) A provision to inspect and audit the contractual agreements to reasonably assure the
capabilities to deploy the FLEX strategies including unannounced random inspections by
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

4) Provisions to ensure that no single external event will preclude the capability to supply
the needed resources to the plant site.

5) Provisions to ensure that the off-site capability can be maintained for the life of the plant.

6) Provisions to revise the required supplied equipment due to changes in the FLEX
strategies or plant equipment or equipment obsolescence.

Z)The appropriate standard mechanical and electrical connections need to be specified.

8) Provisions to ensure that the periodic maintenance, periodic maintenance schedule,
testing, and calibration of off-site eguipment is comparable/consistent with that of similar
on-site FLEX equipment.

9) Provisions to ensure that equipment determined to be unavailable/non-operational during
maintenance or testing is either restored to operational status or replaced with
appropriate alternative equipment within 90 days.

7)10) Provision to ensure that reasonable supplies of spare parts for the off-site
equipment are readily available if needed. The intent of this provision is to reduce the
likelihood of extended equipment maintenance (requiring in excess of 90 days for
returning the equipment to operational status).
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Table 12-1

-24 Hour Response

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION FUNCTION
High capacity pump (Diesel driven) RPV/SG makeup

SFP makeup
CST refill

High pressure pump (Diesel driven) RCS/RPV makeup & boron
injection

Suction, discharge hose, suction strainers, Connection to water
fittings source and injection

points
Portable Diesel Generator sets Battery charger supply

Control room lighting
Communications gear
Emergency response

Cables for connecting portable generators Connection to loads
Portable air compressor or nitrogen bottles & AOVs (AFW valves, S/G
regulators (if required by plant strategy) Atmospheric Dump

Valves, if required)
dc power supplies Critical instruments

AOV operation (if
required)

Portable ventilation fans Maintain accessible
conditions
Battery room H2 control
when battery charging is
relied upon.
Equipment operability

Diesel Generator fuel transfer pump & hoses to Resupply of portable
ensure transfer capability of site fuel to generators and pumps
portable equipment for sites where gravity
drain is not effective OR have the ability to
gravity drain to a fuel transfer container.
Communications gear-satellite phones, radios Off-site & on-site

communications

NOTE:
The plant-specific requirements for pump head are a function of the strategy employed and the
thermal hydraulic response of the plant.
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Table 12-2

> 24 Hour Response

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION FUNCTION

4 kv and 6.9 kv DG Repower plant busses and/or components
" Switchgear
* Transformer

Radiation Protection Equipment Off-site and on-site radiological monitoring
* Survey instruments
" Dosimetry
* Off-site monitoring/sampling

Commodities Support for site personnel
" Food
" Potable water
• Provision for Diesel Fuel Resupply of pumps and DGs

resupply
Portable lighting Improve operations
Containment berms Support access to flooded areas
Dewatering pumps Support access to flooded areas
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13.0 SUBMIlTAL GUIDANCE

In accordance with NRC Order EA-12-049 Order Modifying Licenses with Regard to
Requirements for Mitigation Strategies for Beyond Design-Basis External Events the following
reporting requirements are established:

C. 1. a. All holders of operating licenses issued under Part 50 shall by February 28, 2013,
submit to the Commission for review an overall integrated plan including a description of how
compliance with the requirements described in Attachment 2 will be achieved.

b. All holders of CPs issued under Part 50 or COLs issued under Part 52 shall, within one (1)
year after issuance of the final ISG, submit to the Commission for review an overall integrated
plan including a description of how compliance with the requirements described in Attachment 2
or Attachment 3 will be achieved.

2. All Licensees and holders of CPs shall provide an initial status report sixty (60) days following
issuance of the final ISG and at six (6)-month intervals following submittal of the overall
integrated plan, as required in Condition C.1, which delineates progress made in implementing
the requirements of this Order.

3. All Licensees and CP holders shall report to the Commission when full compliance with the
requirements described in Attachment 2 or Attachment 3 is achieved.

The following describe the expected inclusions for these reports.

13.1 OVERALL INTEGRATED PLAN SUBMITTAL

The Overall Integrated Plan should include a complete description of the FLEX strategies,
including important operational characteristics. The level of detail generally considered
nro,•,,"i c c rnncicnfr-- i-rn h-k Ixi I nf A f-i il icnni A inrlI in t -ho I irnon•'c PinnI QZmf•$-f An ic Icc

Report (FSAR). The plan should provide the following information:

1. Extent to which this guidance, NEI 12-06, is being followed including a description of
any alternatives to the guidance, and provide a milestone schedule of planned actions.

2. Description of the strategies and guidance to be developed to meet the
requirements contained in Attachment 2 or Attachment 3 of the order.

3. Description of major installed and portable FLEX components used in the strategies, the
applicable reasonable protection for the FLEX portable equipment, and the applicable
maintenance requirements for the portable equipment.

4. Description of the steps for the development of the necessary procedures, guidance,
and training for the strategies; FEX equipment acquisition, staging or installation,
including necessary modifications.

5. Conceptual sketches, as necessary to indicate equipment which is installed or equipment
hookups necessary for the strategies. (As-built piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&ID)
will be available upon completion of plant modifications.)

6. Description of how the portable FLEX equipment will be available to be deployed in all
modes.
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13.2 STATUS REPORTS

The reports should include an update of milestone accomplishments since the last status report,
including any changes to the compliance method, schedule, or need for relief and the basis, if

13.3 FINAL REPORT

The report shall include the date full compliance was achieved along with the availability of
necessary reports, analysis and other information necessary for the NRC staff to conduct an
inspection.
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Glossary of Terms

This glossary provides definitions of key terms used in this guidance document. These
definitions have been made consistent with other external definitions, to the degree possible,
but the definitions herein represent the expressed intent of the terms as used in this guideline.

Applicable external hazard, an external hazard that meets the screening criteria of the
applicable section for a particular site. Not all sites will find the same hazards to be applicable.

Baseline Coping Capability: a basic set of strategies for providing essentially indefinite coping
capability for extended loss of ac power and loss of the ultimate heat sink scenarios through the
use of installed equipment, on-site portable equipment, and pre-staged off-site resources.

Beyond-design-basis external events. for the purpose of this document are considered events
initiated by natural phenomena that either exceed the protections provided by design basis
features or involve natural phenomena within the design basis in combination with beyond-
design-basis failures leading to an extended loss of ac power and/or loss of ultimate heat sink.
Appendix B provides an assessment of the potentially applicable natural phenomena and the
basis for the grouping of hazard classes used in this guideline.

Essentially indefinitely. See Sustaining functions indefinitely

Extreme external event' an external event that exceeds the plant design basis.

FLEX Capability: a site-specific set of equipment strategies implemented through plant-specific
procedures/guidance that provides essentially indefinite coping capability through the use of
installed equipment, on-site portable equipment, and pre-staged off-site resources for the
external hazards that are applicable to the site.

FLEX Strategies.' the plant-specific functional approaches taken to maintain or restore core
cooling, SFP cooling, and containment function.

Loss of normal access to the ultimate heat sink- Loss of ability to provide a forced flow of water
to key plant systems (i.e., the pumps are unavailable and not restorable as part of the coping
strategy). [Order language]

N+I capability. provision of a spare capability to support the safety functional requirements
beyond the minimum necessary to support the "N" units on-site.

Off-site equipment: equipment that is located away from the plant site and has to be
transported from its storage location to the plant site for use.

On-site FLEX equipment: diverse and flexible equipment that is dedicated for use in FLEX
strategies and is stored within the owner-controlled area or in close proximity to the site.
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Sustaining functions indefinitely. Establishing strategies and resources to maintain a stable
plant condition until recovery actions can be implemented. [Order language]

Robust(designs): the design of an SSC either meets the current plant design basis for the
applicable external hazards or has been shown by analysis or test to meet or exceed the current
design basis.
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Identification of Natural Phenomena to Be Considered

B. 1 Purpose

The purpose of this paper is to provide an evaluation of potential beyond_--design--basis external
hazards that could significantly challenge a U.S. nuclear power plant by causing a simultaneous
ELAP and LUHS. The identified hazards will be addressed in the industry process developing
site-specific FLEX capabilities.

B.2 Approach

Utilize the list of beyond-design-basis external hazards considered in the current ASME/ANS PRA
Standard [Ref. B-i]. The PRA Standard explicitly addresses requirements for PRAs of seismic,
high wind, and external flood hazards and provides a non-mandatory appendix (Appendix 6-A)
that provides a comprehensive list of hazards that may be applicable to a specific site. Each of
the hazards from Appendix 6-A is reviewed. Any that cannot be screened out as clearly
irrelevant to a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS are retained for consideration as part of the site
assessment process.

B.3 Results

The results of the review of the ASME/ANS list of external hazards are provided in Table B-1. A
summary of where/how each applicable hazard will be addressed is provided below.

Some hazards could contribute to the potential for a simultaneous ELAP and LUHS, but do not
significantly challenge the structures and internal plant equipment 8. These hazards are
therefore considered to be enveloped by baseline ELAP in Step 1:

* Forest fire
* Grass Fire
* Lightning
* Sandstorm
" Volcanic activity

Some hazards could contribute to the potential for a Loss of UHS in Step 1:

" Biological events
* Coastal erosion
* Ice cover
" Low lake or river water level
* River diversion

NOTE: Solar-Geomagnetic disturbances could also lead to extended loss of off-site power due to

geomagnetically-induced currents in electrical power transmission systems. However, this hazard was not
included in Reference B-1 so it is not explicitly listed here. Nevertheless, while such disturbances could cause
an extended loss of off-site power, they are not expected to impact the on-site safety-related equipment (e.g.,
diesel generators and internal distribution equipment) due to their being housed in reinforced concrete
structures and would not change the approach to devising FLEX strategies.
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Seismic activity is explicitly considered as part of Step 2A.

Some hazards contribute to External Flooding and will be addressed in Step 2B:

• External flooding
* High tide
* Precipitation
" Seiche
* Storm surge
* Tsunami events
" Waves
" Hurricane

Some hazards involve High Winds and will be addressed in Step 2C:

• Hurricane
* Extreme winds and tornadoes

Some hazards involve Snow/Ice/Extreme Cold that may impede response actions. These will be
addressed in Step 2D:

* Avalanche
* Ice cover
* Snow
* Low winter temperature

Some hazards involve Extreme High Temperatures and will be addressed in Step 2E:

0 High summer temperature

The following hazards were judged to be not applicable or insignificant contributors to a
simultaneous ELAP and LUHS and were screened from further consideration:

• Accidental aircraft impacts
* Drought
• Fog
* Frost
" Hail
* Industrial or military facility accident
" Landslide
" Meteorite/satellite strikes
• Pipeline accident
" Release of chemicals from on-site storage
• Ship impact
" Sink holes
* Soil shrink-swell
• Toxic gas
* Transportation accidents
* Turbine-generated missiles
* Vehicle impact
" Vehicle/Ship explosion
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B.4 References

B-1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers and American Nuclear Society, Addenda to
ASME/ANS RA-S-2008 Standard for Level 1/Large Early Release Frequency Probabilistic
Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications, ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009, New York
(NY), February 2009.
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Table B-1
Evaluation of External Hazards Identified in the ASME/ANS PRA Standard [Ref. A-1]

Potentially
Applicable for

External Hazard ELAP/LUHS? Disposition
Accidental aircraft impacts N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon and already enveloped by 10

CFR 50.54 (hh)(2).
Avalanche Y Consider as part of treatment of Snow/Ice Effects
Biological events Y Consider as part of LUHS
Coastal erosion Y Consider as part of LUHS
Drought Y Slow developing event not a short-term challenge to LUHS
External flooding Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Extreme winds and tornadoes Y Consider as part of High Winds
Fog N Screened
Forest fire Y Consider as enveloped by baseline treatment of ELAP
Frost Y Enveloped by treatment of Snow/Ice Effects
Grass Fire Y Consider as enveloped by baseline treatment of ELAP
Hail N Screened
High summer temperature Y Consider as part of treatment of Extreme Temperatures
High tide Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Hurricane Y Consider as part of External Flooding & High Winds
Ice cover Y Consider as part of LUHS and treatment of Snow/Ice Effects
Industrial or military facility accident N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Landslide N Screened
Lightning Y Consider as enveloped by baseline treatment of ELAP
Low lake or river water level Y Consider as part of LUHS
Low winter temperature Y Consider as part of treatment of Extreme Temperatures
Meteorite/satellite strikes N Screened
Pipeline accident N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Precipitation Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Release of chemicals from on-site storage N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
River diversion Y Consider as part of LUHS
Sandstorm Y Consider as enveloped by baseline treatment of ELAP
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Table B-1
Evaluation of External Hazards Identified in the ASMEJANS PRA Standard [Ref. A-1]

Potentially
Applicable for

External Hazard ELAP/LUHS? Disposition
Seiche Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Seismic activity Y Consider as part of Seismic
Ship impact N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Sink holes N Screened
Snow Y Consider as part of treatment of Snow/Ice Effects
Soil shrink-swell N Screened
Storm surge Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Toxic gas N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Transportation accidents N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Tsunami events Y Consider as part of External Flooding
Turbine-generated missiles N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Vehicle impact N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Vehicle/Ship explosion N Screened. Not a natural phenomenon.
Volcanic activity Y Consider as enveloped by baseline treatment of ELAP
Waves Y Consider as part of External Flooding
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Table C-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR Core Cooling Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Reactor Core • RCIC/HPCI/IC ° Use of installed Provide intial makeup * Extend installed coping
Cooling equipment for initial sufficient to maintain or capability through

coping restore RPV level with procedural
installed equipment and enhancements (e.g., load
power supplies to the shedding), provision of
greatest extent possible to portable battery chargers
provide core cooling and other power

supplies.
o Objective is to provide

extended baseline coping
capability with installed
equipment.

e Procedures/guidance to
E include local manual
00 initiation of RCIC/IC,
wconsistent with NEI 06-
o 12.

o If HPCI is relied upon as
part of the Phase 1
coping strategy, provide
means to manually
initiate locally.

Depressurize RPV for • Diverse connection points Provide RPV makeup a Diverse injection points
Injection with Portable for portable pump sufficient to maintain or are required to establish
Injection Source restore RPV level with capability to inject

diverse and flexible through separate
capability, divisions/trains, i.e.,

should not have both
connections in one

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR Core Cooling Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

division/train.
RPV makeup rate should
e-eeed-be capable of
removing the decay heat
levels at the time of
deployment in order to
support restoring RPV
water level, e.g., 300*
gpm

- Multiple means to
depressurize RPV

Multiple means improves
the reliability of the
depressurization function.

" Capability to manually
depressurize the RPV to
allow low head injection.

* Procedure should
address transition from
installed makeup/cooling
source to portable
equipment. This
includes the appropriate
approaches to initiating
the.transition to avoid
prolonged core uncovery.

* Multiple means
established to assure
reliability.

" Analysis should
demonstrate that
guidance and equipment
for combined RPV

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR Core Cooling Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

depressurization and
makeup capability
supports continued core
cooling.

" Sustained Source of • Use of alternate water Water is a critical resource • Water source sufficient
Water supply up to support core in sustaining coping to supply water

and SFP heat removal capability, indefinitely including
consideration of
concurrent makeup or
spray of SFP.

Key Reactor * RPV Level (Re-)Powered Instrumentation is vital to * Identify instruments to
Instrumentation instruments implementation of the be relied upon, including

coping control room and field
procedures/guidance. instruments

• RPV Pressure * Other instruments for • Depending on strategy
EOP-driven strategies employed, some

additional
instrumentation may be
required.

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-2
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR Containment Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Containment • Containment Venting or * Reliable, hardened vent Containment heat removal * Reliable means to assure
Function Alternative (required per Order EA- will be required for long- containment heat

12-050 for Mk I and II) term coping. removal.
or other capability. # For Mark I and II

containments, capability
can credit "nhan..m.nts
required changes
associated with Order
EA-12-050.

Containment Hydrogen igniters Re-powering of hydrogen Maintain containment * Diverse power
Integr[it igniters with a portable integrity post-core damage connection points are
(BWR Mark III power supply. required to establish
Containments capability through

E Only) separate divisions/trains,
i.e., should not have

C both connections in one
0

division/train.
Procedures/guidance to
prioritize deployment
strateqies.

Key Containment • Containment Pressure * (Re-)Powered Required for containment • Identify instruments to
Instrumentation instruments venting and other coping be relied upon, including

actions. control room and field
instruments

" Suppression Pool Required to determine • Depending on strategy
Temperature HCTL to guide other employed, some

actions additional
" Suppression Pool Level Required for venting instrumentation may be

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-2
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR Containment Function

Method Baseline Capability Purpose

decisions

Safety Function
I

Performance Attributes

required.

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-3
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR SFP Cooling Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Spent Fuel • Makeup with Portable * Makeup via hoses on Exceed SFP boil-off to ° Minimum 4WO@
Cooling Injection Source refuel deck support long-term cooling gpmmakeup rate must

of spent fuel with sufficient be capable of exceeding
makeup boil-off rate for the

boundary conditions
described in Section
3.2.1.6.

Makeup via connection to Exceed SFP boil-off and * Minimum makeup rate
SFP cooling piping or provide a means to supply must be capable of
other alternate location SFP makeup without exceeding boil-off rate

accessing the refueling for the boundary
floor, conditions described in

Cn Section 3.2.1.6.M.n.m..m

0
o - Vent pathway for steam Steam from boiling pool ° Plant-specific strategy

a. & condensate from SFP can condense and cause should be considered as
U-

access and equipment needed
problems in other parts of
plant.

Spray capability via Cooling of spent fuel if ° Minimum of 200 gpm per
portable monitor nozzles leakage from the pool unit to the pool or 250
from refueling deck using exceeds makeup capability gpm per unit if overspray
portable pump occurs consistent with 10

CFR 50.54(hh)(2)NE-I-9-
472:

SFP SFP Level • Reliable means to Confirm SFP level is ° Per EA 12-051
Instrumentation determine SFP water adequate to provide cooling

level per Order EA-12- or direct the use of spray.
051 to prevent undue

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table C-3
Summary of Performance Attributes for BWR SFP Cooling Function

I .1

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

distraction of operators
and identify conditions
when makeup/spray is

_____________________ required _____________ _____________

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR Core Cooling Functions

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Reactor Core AFW/EFW * Use of installed Provide SG makeup • Extend installed coping
Cooling & Heat equipment for initial sufficient to maintain or capability through
Removal coping restore SG level with procedural

installed equipment and enhancements (e.g., load
power supplies to the shedding), provision of
greatest extent possible to portable battery chargers
provide core cooling and other power

supplies.
e Objective is to provide

extended baseline coping
capability with installed
equipment.

e Procedures/guidance to
0 include local manual
0 initiation of ac-

independent AFW/EFW
0 pumps consistent with

NEI 06-12.
Depressurize SG for Connection for portable Provide SG makeup e Primary and alternate
Makeup with Portable pump sufficient to maintain or injection points are
Injection Source restore SG level with required to establish

diverse and flexible capability to inject
capability through separate

divisions/trains, i.e.,
should not have both
connections in one
division/train.

* Makeup paths supply
required SGs

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR Core Cooling Functions

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose IPerformance Attributes

" SG makeup rate should
exceed decay heat levels
at time of planned
deployment in order to
support restoring SG
water level, e.g., 200*
gpm.

* Analysis should
demonstrate that the
guidance and equipment
for combined SG
depressurization and
makeup capability
supports continued core
coolinc.

- Sustained Source of - Use of alternate water Water is a critical resource * Water source sufficient to
Water supply up to support core in sustaining coping supply water indefinitely

and SFP heat removal capabilityc including consideration of
concurrent makeup or
spray of SFP.

RCS Inventory
Control/long
term
subcriticality

- Low Leak RCP Seals or
borated RCS makeup
required

" Site choice on seals or
makeup

" Boration and/or letdown
path may be required
based on site analysis

Extended coping without
RCS makeup is not possible
without minimal RCS
leakage. Plants have
choice of relying on low
leak RCP seals or providing
a RCS makeup DumD.

" Makeup capability to
maintain core cooling*.

" Sufficient letdown to
support required makeup
and ensure subcriticality*.

- All Plants Provide Means
to Provide Borated RCS
Makeup

- Diverse makeup
connections to RCS for
long-term RCS makeup

Long-term sustained coping
will require RCS makeup
and boration.

* Diverse injection points
or methods are required
to establish capability to
inject through separate

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR Core Cooling Functions

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose I Performance Attributes
divisions/trains, i.e.,
should not have both
connections in one
division/train.

" Connection to RCS for
makeup rate should be
capable of exceeding
150* gpm.

" In order to address the
requirement for diversity,
if re-powering of installed
charging pumps is used
for this function, then
either (a) multiple power
connection points should
be provided to the
charging pump, or (b)
provide a single power
supply connection point
for the charging pump
and a single connection
point for a portable
makeuD DumD.

- Source of borated water A source of borated water Could be an on-site tank,
required will be required to support or could be provided by

RCS makeup. off-site resources.
Key Reactor
Instrumentation

-SG Level - (Re-)Powered instruments Necessary to control heat
removal.

-SG Pressure Necessary to support
transition to Dortable pump

" Identify instruments to
be relied upon, including
control room and field
instruments

" Depending on strategyI- I' I
- RCS Pressure Necessary to assure

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-1
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR Core Cooling Functions

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

depressurization to gain employed, some
access to inventory for RCS additional
makeup in safety injection instrumentation may be
accumulators required.

- RCS Temperature Necessary to monitor
subcooling.

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-2
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR Containment Function

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Containment • Containment Spray • Connection to In the long-term Due to the long-term
Function containment spray header containment pressure may nature of this function,

or alternate capability or rise due to leakage from the connection does not
Analysis RCS adding heat to need to be a permanent

containment. Containment modification. However, if
spray can help manage a temporary connection,
containment pressure. e.g., via valve bonnet,

then this should be pre-
identified.

Containment o Hydrogen igniters Re-powering of hydrogen Maintain containment Diverse power connection
Integrity igniters with a portable integrity post-core damage points are required to

S(Ice Condenser power supply, establish capability

Containments through separate
O Qnly divisions/trains, i.e.,

should not have both
connections in one
division/train.
Procedures/guidance to
prioritize deployment
strategies.

Key * Containment Pressure (Re-)Powered instruments Monitor long-term pressure Identify instruments to be
Containment buildup in containment. relied upon, including
Instrumentation control room and field

instruments

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-3
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR SFP Cooling Functions

Safety Function Method Baseline Capability Purpose Performance Attributes

Spent Fuel
Cooling

Makeup with Portable
Injection Source

- Makeup via hoses on
refuel floor

Exceed SFP boil-off to
support long-term cooling
of spent fuel with sufficient
makeup

* Minimum makeup rate
must be capable of
exceeding boil-off rate
for the boundary
conditions described in
Section 3.2.1.6.Flew-fate
......... e•mined-by

.S
0
U
I.
U)

" Makeup via connection to Exceed SFP boil-off and Minimum makeup rate
SFP cooling piping or provide a means to supply must be capable of
other alternate location SFP makeup without exceedino boil-off rate

accessing the refueling for the boundary
floor, conditions described in

Section 3.2.1.6.Flew fate
te be dectcrmincd--by
plant speeifie ana yz

" Vent pathway for steam & Steam from boiling pool can Plant-specific strategy
condensate from SFP condense and cause access should be considered as

and equipment problems in needed
other parts of plant.

Spray capability via
portable monitor nozzles
from refueling floor using
portable pump

Provide spent fuel cooling
when makeup rate is not
sufficient.

" Minimum of 200 gpm per
unit to the pool or 250
gpm per unit if overspray
occurs consistent with 10
CFR 50.54(hh)(2).

* This capability is not
required for sites that
have SFPs that cannot be
d ra ined. ý4inmum f 20_)
Qpm consistent- wit E4

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Table D-3
Summary of Performance Attributes for PWR SFP Cooling Functions

SFP • SFP Level • Reliable means to Confirm SFP level is * Per EA 12-051
Instrumentation determine SFP water level adequate to provide cooling

to prevent undue or direct use of spray.
distraction of operators
and identify conditions
when makeup/spray is
required per Order EA 12-
051

*Note: Items are subject to generic or plant-specific analysis
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Guidance for AP1000 Design

F.1 Introduction

The purpose of this Appendix is to outline, using the framework defined in Sections 1.0 to 13.0
and adapting to the AP1000 design features as necessary, the process to be used by AP1000
COL Holders and Applicants to define and implement site-specific diverse and flexible mitigation
strategies that reduce the impact associated with beyond-design-basis conditions resulting from
an extended loss of ac power.

By nature of the passive safety approach and its licensing basis, AP1000 is designed to provide
a significant coping period for a station blackout. The strengths of the design approach for
mitigation of extended loss of ac power events are acknowledged in the NRC Order for AP1000
COL holders (the main body being provided in Table 1-2 of this document), which clarifies that
"this Order requires /j-<-AP1000 COL•->- to address the following requirements relative to the
finalphasd'. Hence, the focus on this guidance is to define the required review of the AP1000
design relative to the transition from passive systems operation and their initial coping
capabilities (i.e., 72 hr), to indefinite, long term operation of the passive cooling systems with
support using offsite equipment and resources.

The principals identified in this appendix thus discuss the extension of the passive systems
operation indefinitely during an extended loss of ac power (ELAP) and the loss of ultimate heat
sink makeup (LUHS). These principals have been applied during the design and development of
the AP1000 and thus, the extended coping strategies are accomplished with existing passive
safety and coping systems within the standard design utilizing existing connection points for
FLEX equipment. Specifically, coping with extended loss of ac power in the AP1000 is covered
by design and by post-72 hour procedures described in Section 1.9.5.4 of the AP1000 Design
Control Document (DCD), Revision 19, Scetion 1.9.5.1.

The use of passive systems with their extended coping times is an important difference because
whereas active plants are expected to show primary and diverse connection points for
maintaining core cooling, AP1000 core cooling is maintained by the passive safety systems
without reliance on ac power. The passive safety systems, however, should have the ability to
have their operation extended indefinitely. The standard design licensing basis demonstrates
safety related means of providing core cooling, containment cooling, and SFP cooling for at
least 72 hours. The standard design also demonstrates primary and alternate means of
extending passive safety system cooling indefinitely as part of the baseline capability
assessment as described in Section 1.9.5.4 of the Design Control Document (DCD), Revision 197
Soctien 1.9.5.1.

The assessment of the AP1000 design is expected to be the same as for the site specific
evaluation and is documented by this process:

Step 1: Establish standard design baseline coping capability considering design basis
hazards,

Step 2: Apply beyond-design-basis (BDB) external hazards and perform margin
assessment, and confirm the capability to extend core, containment and spent
fuel pool cooling also under beyond-design-basis conditions,
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Step 3: Identify any enhancements to baseline capability to address BDB scenarios, if
applicable.

Whereas a site specific evaluation can screen out and screen in applicable extreme hazards, the
assessment defined in this Appendix evaluates beyond-design-basis seismic and flooding
hazards as part of margin assessments, to evaluate the strength of the design basis against a
threshold effect. For the flooding margin assessment, the approach considers two site specific
outcomes based on the amount of margin between the site specific maximum probable flooding
level and the standard AP1000 design basis flooding level; Section F.6 describes this approach.

F.2 Overview and Implementation Process

This appendix (F) incorporates the entirety of Section 2.0 of this document. Specifically, the
process outlined in Figure 2-1 also provides the framework for the assessment of the AP1000.

F.3 Step 1: Establishing Baseline Coping Capability

For the AP1000, the underlying strategies for coping with extended loss of ac power events
involve a three phase approach:

1) Initial coping is through installed plant equipment, without any ac power or makeup to
the UHS. For the AP1000, as discussed in EA-012-049 and Table 1-2, this phase is
already covered by the existing licensing basis and is not discussed further herein. This
covers the 0 to 72 hours basis for passive systems performance for core, containment
and spent fuel pool cooling.

2) Following the 72 hour passive system coping time, support is required to continue
passive system cooling. This support can be provided by installed plant ancillary
equipment or by offsite equipment installed to connections provided in the AP1000
design. The installed ancillary equipment is capable of supporting passive system cooling
from 3 to 7 days.

3) In order to extend the passive system cooling time to beyond 7 days (to an indefinite
time) some offsite assistance is required. As a minimum, this would include delivery of
diesel fuel oil. As requested by EA-012-049 and Table 1-2, the rest of this guidance
focuses on the off-site FLEX equipment and its definition, protection and deployment.
General Criteria and Baseline assumptions consistent with Section 3.2.1 will be used for
the AP1000 assessment

For AP1000, it is recognized that strategies for dealing with ELAP, LOOP, SBO, and LUHS are
significantly different due to the passive nature of the plant design. As discussed in previous
sections, the fundamental difference is in the significantly longer coping period available before
FLEX equipment may be required (i.e. at least 72 hours) and in the reduced size and number of
this equipment. Thus, many of the strategies detailed in Section 3.2 are not required for the
AP1000. The AP1000 will demonstrate the capability to meet the functional requirements of
Section 3.2, even though the employed strategies will generally be different.
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F.3.1 Performance Attributes

This baseline coping capability is built upon strategies that focus on an ELAP condition caused
by design basis hazard events. The baseline assumptions have been established on the
presumption that other than the loss of the ac power sources, equipment that is protected and
designed to withstand design basis natural phenomena is assumed to be fully available. The
baseline assumptions are provided in Section 3.2.1, and will be used for the assessment of
indefinite extension of passive systems cooling.

F.3.2 Qualification of Installed Equipment

Equipment relied upon to support FLEX implementation does not need to be qualified to all
extreme environments that may be posed, but some basis should be provided for the capability
of that equipment to remain functional or to be easily repaired. Appendix G of Reference 8
contains information that may be useful in this regard.

Equipment that is stored far enough from the site such that it would not be subjected to the
hazard that affected the site need not be designed or qualified for any of the assumed hazards.
In addition, the storage arrangements (building, etc.) would not be required to have any hazard
capability. Since AP1O0O has a 72 hour passive system coping time, there is significant time to
transport equipment from offsite. Use of more than one storage location is not necessary as
long as the storage site is far enough away from the site(s) such that the same extreme hazard
could not affect both the plant(s) and the storage location. In this way, the storage location
would not be required to be built to nuclear safety standards for hazard protection. This
approach is reasonable considering the small number and size of the equipment needed for
AP1000 long term passive system cooling, and the significant coping period provided by the
AP1000 before the equipment would be needed.

Table F.3.2-1 summarizes the AP1000 baseline coping capability and a list of FLEX equipment
that should be provided.
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Table F.3.2-1

AP1000 Preliminary FLEX Capability Summary

S Safety Function Method > Baseline Capability FLEX Equipment

Core Cooling Core cooling - PRHR HX - PRHR HX provides long-term - None
cooling

- ADS and IRWST actuation - None
provides long-term passive
cooling alternate

RCS inventory / - CMT water / boron - CMTs provide long-term - None
boration makeup water / boron makeup

- Canned RCPs - ADS and IRWST actuation - None
provides long-term passive
makeup alternate

RCS instruments -Class 1E PAMSJ - 72 hr batteries with on- or - Shared equipment, see
{.*4,44ýD- , ..S tem.p. off-site DGs afterwards Support - Electrical
RCS prczsurc, PRHR Power
.fl-ow.,cee)4Tif

off site DGs after-'w.al ..ppe4-- le.. t c.. l;,,

Containment Pressure / temp - PCS - Provides cooling for 72 hr - None
control

- Use Ancillary Tank for next 4 - Offsite self-powered pump
days or off-site equipment as & alt. water supply(1 )
alternate

Cont. instruments - Class IE PAMS (4) -72 hr batteries with on- or - Shared equipment, see
Containment off-site DGs afterwards Support - Electrical
_ _lesere Power

SF Cooling SF cooling - Initial inventory & - Initial inventory provides - None
Ancillary makeup. 72 hr

- Use Ancillary Tank for next 4 - Shared equipment, see
days or off-site equipment as Containment
alternate

SFP instruments - Class 1E PAMS (4.5) - 3 S/R level transmitters each - None
54-Pe powered by 72 hr batteries

- After 72 hr power from on- or - Shared equipment, see
off-site DGs Support - Electrical

Power
Support Electrical power - 1E batteries - Provides 72 hr indication - None

- After 72 hr power from on- or - Offsite electrical
off-site DGs generator(2)

Other support - Communications - as needed after 72 hr - None

- Hoses, couplings, - as needed after 72 hr - Offsite hoses, couplings
tools

- DeliveryL of fFuel oil - Needed after 7 days for on- or - Fuel oil
- Makeup water(3) offsite DGs - Makeup water(3)

- Needed for makeup to
I passive systems(3)
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Notes:
1. FLEX self-powered pump - one pump is required to provide makeup to the PCS and SFP. A

capability of 135 gpm and 273 ft head is sufficient.
2. FLEX electrical generator - one generator is required to provide post-accident monitoring and

emergency lighting. A capacity of 15 kW and 480 volts is sufficient assuming that the FLEX pump
is self-powered. Note that multiple connection points (see Section F.12) are provided such that
portable instrumentation is not necessary.

3. Offsite makeup water is only required if onsite makeup water is not available.
4. The post-accident monitoring system (PAMS) class 1E instrumentation provides the monitoring of

these functions. This instrumentation is powered for the first 72 hours by the safety related
batteries and is powered thereafter by onsite or offsite (i.e. FLEX) diesels for indefinite coping.
Note that there are multiple connection points (see Section F.12) for the FLEX electrical
generator such that portable instrumentation is not necessary. This instrumentation includes the
following:

Instrumentation Function

Neutron flux Reactivity control

RCS wide range pressure RCS integrity, core cooling

RCS wide range Thot RCS integrity, core cooling

Containment water level RCS integrity

Containment pressure RCS integritV, containment

Pressurizer level RCS inventory

Hot Leg level RCS inventory

Core exit temperature Core cooling

PRHR flow Heat sink

PRHR outlet temperature Heat sink

PCS water storage tank level Heat sink

PCS water flow rate Heat sink
Spent fuel pool level
(see note 5) Spent fuel cooling

3-5. Refer to NEI 12-02, Industry Guidance for Compliance with NRC Order EA-12-051, "To Modify
Licenses with Regard to Reliable Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation", Appendix A-4 for AP1000
guidance

F.4 Step 2: Determine Applicable Extreme External Hazards

In Step 2 for AP1000, the approach is to perform a generic assessment of the capability of a
standard plant design licensed under 10 CFR 52. This appendix details an alternative approach
from that indicated in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, which is based on the concept of evaluating the
design to a specified beyond design basis, review level hazard to verify the robustness of the
design against threshold effects. This approach allows for a one time standard assessment,
review, and approval of mitigating strategies for all AP1000 plants.

In Step 2, a fundamoental difforoneo needs; to be ccnisiderod te allew a genfiec assessffmont et
r-mnh;ilit'y fer - r-~tAP~rM !Ant: Mprz; Rn lir'rin"-l ;In#' 10 GFF? 52 EitheF the site seeifie

'.nm~iii ndit-"incpr~tipnnz 4 1 Aind 4 1 r- mn hin t1'n;AdPc nr ;;n ;;W'rnativr' aprFFrrrh r-mn hP
I I I • i

'• ..... WW'

aevelepee Da ed n trio eoneopt ef evaluating theo desigR to a spocitioo eyend des~ign iPasis,
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review leve l haz-ad ta Yerify the rebustness of the design against thrceshold effccts. The second
apprac.h is the appr.a.h outlined in this Appendx t, p.Vidc a standard appr.a.h for the
A......fleet, bounding a variety of site specific .nd.iti.ns.

HFwevor, in seme cases, a lieensee may not necd to reference the standard Plant assessmen
Mo an xtheme eAP100tRan hard because suffieient site specific margin Axists (site specific hazard
is significantly less than ra includ DGDn the basis', toes precludae cosidesnrtificationoti
hazard. Thus, whcre suffiienet m~argin exists betweven thee site specific haz~ard and the AP1999
DFD design basis as defined in the body of this dEequiment, the hazard is sremened i t fore the
individual licensee. Where insuffichint margit exists to the applicable hazard, the liensce may
reference the standard plant eargin toe striaentu.i

The fdllowing seetions icllude the hencpt of sorcening extrioee fxteral hazards based on the
amouen't-of margin available at speeifie sites relative to the APIGGO DCD design basis hazad

F.5 Step 2A: Standard Design Seismic Impact Assessment

For the APlysi standard design, the Seismic Margin Assessment (SMA) demonstrates the
robustness of the passive safety systems and the associated structures to beyond-design-basis
conditions and is already included in the APlant licensing basis for design certification.

For the survivability and deployment of the FLEX equipment, if the equipment is stored
sufficient distance from the site such that it would not reasonably be subject to the same
seismic hazard, it would not need to be stored in a nuclear seismic building and would be
expected to be operational following the 72 hour coping period for AP1000 as described in
Section F.3.2.

F.6 Step 2B: Standard Design External Flooding Margin Assessment

The AP1000 desi.n basis (see Table 2-1, Site Parameters, of the AP1000 site-specific [Final
Safety Analysis Reportl FSAR) demonstrates the wide rangie of extreme environmental
conditions covered by the design. Because of the conservatisms that are incorporated into the
selection of these site environmental conditions, they are expected to bound extreme site
specific values.

For the indefinite extension of the passive system coping time, the environmental condition
should be assessed, consistent with the plant licensing basis, to verify the capability of the FLEX
equipment to perform its mission to extend the coping time indefinitely under this range of
conditions. In general, FLEX equipment, as described in Section F.3.2, may be stored at a
sufficient distance from the site such that it would not reasonably be subject to the same
external hazard and would therefore be expected to be available following the 72 hour coping
period for AP1000. However, appropriate conditions will need to be defined to ensure the FLEX
equipment, once deployed, will maintain its operability over the appropriate range of external
conditions considering the site conditions that may exist 72 hours after the initial event.

Considering the deployment, procedural interfaces, and offsite resources for FLEX equipment,
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Sections 6.2.3.2 - 6.2.3.4 are incorporated in their entirety into this Appendix. This ensures that
the AP1O00 FLEX equipment is designed to function under the extreme conditions of external
flooding.

F.6A1 intr-oduetion

IlrIbeyond design basis flolding ll nsidlatieis, the following process is used.

The first step is to assess whether a site has a large margin between the APGOQO design basis
floodinig-level (100' elevatien) and the site speeific designi basis flooding 'evel. if there is

ma-g-f [S feet]" ormr (agnargin) then consideration of a beyond design basis floodfiing
eknt' isnorcur.

For a -it that d.- no h 1ave 'largc' flooding mfargin, then beyond design basis flooding i
"rt SE'ripn-I in' ;4r AM pwinpt t-h-vI '-hn"t hp- ;4zc'przij Pnr theser plnts a~ standarei hrvendr des'ign
hR';i fhrA'i W'm't~ill hP nRrf4)mrrl for the' immRat Ef a flrerI thatil A~ Stq ~nificint a imr int

iI • I-- I

1-r'- '~n1~1 I']I"!'~"h'11'i c" tIC11: c-' nmn~rn:4= '--r tho-u ctrl' r-i-'--n'- r-o I£ LA LL!L I LLL A.!II!L~IJIl''A IJL~I IA~LIAALI 1

APGOOC against a beyond design ba sis floodinig hazard i similar to the uise of arevtew ~c
ea~uhguake for seismfic aars

.6 ,ard Plant Flooding arfgi- Asscssmcnt

The following table is Table 6 1 in this documlent. It is shown below fr reference and includes
LAI4 L !; lA cd .f.... fiL udlI nu o nodAAK du ntnn I. AI.)LI L IA A i cA r I.)a ,%J .JILI.... eenc.J1I.I ¼I L H ý1 11 •UI IJl•l ULIUI Im

Table F.6.2 1

Ree WSuce _ _ _fm Petsistet~ee
I negionakfpesipitatien (PMF MaRy Heurz to Menth

UJPStreamn damn failures- Heurs te Days Hours to Month

Hf@4ý ~Days ej

Seiche Nefle -ShErt

Hicý Days Hours
Tsunami events Liflt Sh

Fo the purposes of evaluating the AP1999 standard plant, all of these flooding hazards are
considered and are grouped into two bounding 'beyond design basis' scenarios in order to
spliFY, the overall evaluatio of se f As a result, a "fast ,onset,/,,-•-•sAt 1eat" flood
and a "slew onsct/ slow retreat" flood are defined. The fast and Slow floo event arpdfie
to bound thje list, of individual floodinHg hazards prsne nTable F.6.2 1. Specifically, the local

aCE Iidering the SigniRAn@t C9noerVatispm included in the defin~ition -a the Site speeific maximum probable floo~ding
level, it is judged to be very urlikely that a beyond design basis fl ..Od wGuid eX.eed, thisl evel by me•,re than 5 feet.
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T ..ten.e -pree4atin, seiche, upstream. damn failure, and tsunam.. i events ar. bounded by the fast,
flood scenario. Regional precipitation, high tides, and hur~rieanie and stormn Surge arc bounfded
by the sleyw flood sceniario.

T he key differences on the evaluation of the fast and slew flood include warnling timfe, flood
height, and duration of the event. A fast flood is assumned to be ptenetially eauscd by. a
beyond design basis seismice or other tunpredietablc event, and thus to occur relatively quickly,
be of Eensidcrable height, and occur with limnited warnin~g timfe. The fast flood is considered to
also have a relatively shel- durtfation- (i.e. with a fast retrcat).

1n contrast, the slow flood Is considered to have amnple warning timfe suceh that pre staging ot
equipencan be credited. The slow flood is assumffed to have an indefinite dur~ationi. Thi-s

scenario does not consider the larger flooding levels that m~ay be asseeiated with the fast flood,
fast retreat scenario. T-herefore the assessmnent should only consider a flood level !Lust above the
standard iolant desian basis: sufficient to determfine if there is a cliff edae effect.

A fast flood of considerablehe•ight 11E UII 1 whi1h--1I whc l m In; ideffinltelly Is) 1nt -osidered credible,•in
accordance with the defined flooding hazards presented in Table F.6.2 1.

A summary of flooding considerations for a standard margin assessment iTable
2L, and weulo fie used as the hasts ror tchevuu mFH a--,- assessmcnt ef heyena design

Tabic F.6~2 2

APGOOp Flooding Hazaid Definitions
FASTR9G FL SLOW FLOOD9

WARNING TIM Linq'ted JDays
FLOOD HEIGHT Sigi4fieant Marginally above design basi
DURATION Heurs Indefini~te

F.63 Anay~si

Gien the definiitions of floodinig described above, the standard design shouild demoinstrate the
capability to cope indefiniel for extremfe flood~i~ng- s-en~arios, defined by a fast and slow floodl.
This assessmnent Will support sites that do not have 'large' flooding margins. APINGO sites that
do have 'large' flooding mrisayscreen out of the flooding hazard. if screening out of the
floodin'g hazard, it is recomnmendedI that the site specific desig R Basis flood- level demoinstrate
eeouivalent margin to that determfined in Section F.64..

F.7 Step 2C: Assess Impact of Severe Storms with High Winds

See considerations provided for Section F.6.
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Considering the deployment, procedural interfaces, and offsite resources for FLEX equipment,
Sections 7.3.2 - 7.3.4 are incorporated in their entirety into this Appendix. This ensures that the
AP1000 FLEX equipment is designed to function under the extreme conditions of severe storms
with high winds.

The AP1990 design basis (see Table 2 1, Site ParameterS, of the AP10r 0 site specific F&A4)
demon~strates the wide range of extreme envirenffiental eenditions eovered b h ein
Bccause of the EEonscrinatismns that are incorperated into the sclectio Rof these sit

enirnental conlditions, they are ex(pected to bouind extreme site specific values.

For in;definte extension of the passive system- coping tim-,e, these ni-;•r-nmental conditionS
should be assessed, cons itn~t with the plant licensing basis, to verify the capability of the FLEX
eqipmen-rm t peorm fitsslon to extend time indefinitely under.thi. range of
condition .Tn geal, the FL e n as described n Sectio n1 .3.21, mnay be stoed at-a
suffient distance fFr the it 1hat it, wold net reasonably be subject to the same
external hazard ad would therefore be .epected to be available following the 72 he-u coping
period for AP1999. However, appropriate conditions will need to be defined to ensure the FLEX

eqipnt, once deployed, will mfaintaini its operability oere the appropriate ranlge of externgal
condtios cnsidering the site eenditions that may exist 7-2 hourFs after the iniitial event

F.8 Step 2D: Assess Impact of Snow, Ice, and Extreme Cold

See considerations provided for Section F.6.

Considering the deployment, procedural interfaces, and offsite resources for FLEX equipment,
Sections 8.3.2 - 8.3.4 are incorporated in their entirety into this Appendix. This ensures that the
AP1000 FLEX equipment is designed to function under the extreme conditions of snow, ice, and
extreme cold.

See eonsiderations prv ied. for SectienFl. 7

Considering the deployI.ment of FLEX, pmet, Section 8.2.2 is incrporated in i ryi

extreme ' cndit. Tns•. II Iae-te co•ld.

F.9 Step 2E: Assess Impact of High Temperatures

See considerations provided for Section F.6.

Considering the deployment, procedural interfaces, and offsite resources for FLEX equipment,
Sections 9.3.2 - 9.3.4 are incorporated in their entirety into this Appendix. This ensures that the
AP1000 FLEX equipment is designed to function under the extreme conditions of high
temperatures.See onsierati;os .. povid.ed for Se•t•i- F.7
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Cnsidering the deply...nt of FLEX equipmf.ent, Sceti-n 9.2.2 is incorpor.ated in its &Ani.ety int
this Appendix. This enSures that the APGOQO FLEX equipment, i- designed to funetien Linder the
eXtrem.e .ndit. tperatures.

F.10 Step 3: Define Site-Specific FLEX Capabilities

This Appendix (F) replaces the entirety of Section 10.0 of this document. Note that considering
the extended AP1000 coping capabilities and the limited amount of equipment required, the
AP1000 FLEX equipment shall be stored at a sufficient distance from the site such that it would
not reasonably be subject to the same external hazard and would therefore be expected to be
available following the 72 hour coping period for AP1000.

Thi-Apendx () rp~aes he ntietyof Iection 10. 0 of this docuiment. Considering the
etlended OPiAWAUO coin caaiiies and the lmifitcd amont~ oeqimnt required the APIGOQ

FLEX equipment should be stored at a sufficientdistanc~r-e from. the site suc-h t~hat, it would not,
reasonably be suibject to the same externial haz7ard and would, therefore, be epeetd to be
available following the 72 hour coping period for AP1000.

F.11 Programmatic Controls

The AP1000 design has a graded QA approach; the QA applied to non-safety related equipment
with short-term availability controls (DCD Table 17-1) will be applied to the AP1000 FLEX
equipment. Because of the differences in the AP1000 design vs operating plants, the use of
installed ancillary equipment and off-site equipment is utilized in the plant design basis and
operation of this equipment has been integrated into the plant procedures. AP1000 has a
graded approach to availability and testing as shown in DCD Section 16.3. This graded
approach will be applied to the FLEX equipment. The FLEX equipment will be maintained in
accordance with Section 11.5 of this document.

F.11.1 Post-72 Hours Procedures

The AP1000 design and licensing basis as described in AP1000 DCD Section 1.9.5.4 already
provides a set of procedures (referred to as "Post-72 Hour Procedures") which address the
actions that would be necessary 72 hours subsequent to an extended loss of all ac power
(extended SBO) to maintain core, containment, and SFP cooling for an indefinite period of time.

The post-72 hour procedures and their relationship to other procedures and guidelines should
be reviewed to confirm integration with the FLEX guidance provided in the previous sections,
including consideration of capability for beyond-design-basis external events as discussed in
previous sections. Figure F.11.1 depicts the relationship of the Post-72 Hour Procedures to
other plant procedures.
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Figure F.11-1

View of AP1000 Operating Procedure Hierarchy

AjL

LII

F.12 Offsite Response

This Appendix (F) incorporates the entirety of Section 12.0 of this document. Note that the
AP1000 only requires a few, small pieces of FLEX equipment. Table, F.3.2-1 defines the AP1000
FLEX equipment. In addition, it is not required for at least 72 hours because of the large passive
system coping time.

The off-site response entity will provide the equipment with the specified standard mechanical
and electrical connections as follows (It is noted that these are safety-related, seismically
qualified connections for FLEX equipment. Other non-safety related means for makeup and
power are also available.):

a. The safety related flange located in the yard connected to the Passive Containment
Cooling System, which allows makeup to the SFP and to the Passive Containment
Cooling Water Storage tank, is fitted with a 4" standard fire nozzle fitting per local fire
regulations.

b. The IDS voltage-regulating transformers B & C provide a safety related 480V connection
point for power for post-accident monitoring, MCR lightning, MCR and I&C rooms B & C
ventilation from the FLEX diesel generator.

F.13 Submittal Guidance

This Appendix (F) incorporates the entirety of Section 13.0 of this document.
<<To be developed later>>
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F.14 References

This Appendix (F) incorporates the entirety of Section 14.0 of this document.
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Guidance for U.S. EPRTM Design

Guidance for coping with an extended loss of ac power and loss of normal access to the
UHS as a result of a beyond-design-basis external event will be developed at a later
date.
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